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TIIIRD-CLASS TEACHERS AS ASSISTANTS IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

A good deal of confusion and embarrassment has arisen
ilnmany localities, owing to the determination of Trustees to
eInlploy none but a third-class teacher in their Schools. Trus-
tees excuse the employment by them of third-class teachers on
the ground that the law places no restriction on them as to
the class of certificate which the teacher employed by them
shall hold. True, the particular section of the Act, which
authorizes them " to contract with and employ teachers for
8liel school, section and determine the amount of their sala-
rie, )ysays nothing about the class of certificate which these
teachers shall hold -- the
term "qualified teacher "
4ing defined elsewhere-
but it speaks of " teachers "

for the school, and not a
teacher, thereby implying
that an assistant should be
ellployed in every school.
It, however, requires Trus-
®es to "see " that their

Bchool "is conducted accord-
lig to the authorized regu-
lations ;" and it further _

4 eclarea that "no Public
Schools shall be entitled to
anY share in the fund ap-
Plicable to it unless it is
eo1ducted according to the "14

regulations provided by
Now, these regula-

tions require that the sub-
etet mentioned in the

0 fficial Programme and
ýilQit Table, and prescribed
hy the Legislature, shall be
taught in the various classes

of eVery school.
The law itself requires
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the teacher " to teach dili-
gently and faithfully all the
blanches required to be
taught in theSchool, * *
according to the provisions
of this Act."

Knowing that third-class
teachers are not competent
to teach " all the branches
required to be taught in
the School," the Council of
Public Instruction has pre-
scribed that in every School
in which two or more
teachers are employed, one
of them "shall be designated
and known as the master,
and the others as first, se-
cond, assistant," etc. The
regulations also give the
master power, "to prescribe
(with the assent of the Trus-
tees) the duties of the several
teachers in the School,"-
but makes him responsible
for the control and manage-
ment of the classes under
their charge." The regula-
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tions furtLur pirescribe the specific duties of assistant teachers, and
declare that in every school, where the number of pupils on the
roll exceei; fIfty, an assistant teacher shall be employed.

Overlocking the words of the Statute and the general regulations,
Trustees, in sne cases, object to the Programme as beyond the
capacity of third-class teachers, and argue that as the subjects pre-
scribed for the examination of third-class teachers are much below
ihose required by law to be taught in the Public Schools, it is both

nuomalous and unjust to require their third-class teacher to teach
,hem. They say. " We are authorized to enploy third-class

'achers for our School, and yet you require these teachers to teach
ý'bjects with which they are wholly unacquainted, and in which

.hey themselves are not required to pass an examination."
We have already answered these objections, and have shown that,

according to the letter of the Statute, Trustees are required to
empoy more than one teacher in every School. We have also
showu n that the regulations provide for the employment of a iaster
and an assistant or assistants, and prescribe a programme of studies
which this master and his assistant shall teach, in order to afford to
every child iii a Section an education suitable, &c., in the various
branches of instruction prescribed by the Statute.

To admit these objections as valid would be to declare that no
child shall receive an education beyond that which a third-class
teacher may be able to give! This would, indeed, be an absurdity,
as well as a gross injusticé to the pupils in our Schools. This, also,
as we have shown, was neither the intention of the Legislature, nor
the spirit or provisions of the law and regulations which were framed
to give effect to that intention. In nearly every school there are
advanced pupils(or would soon be, if proper teachers were employed).
According to the theory advanced by some trustees, these pupils
must remain satisfied with the meagre education which third-class
teachers cau give them, and be denied that better education which
the law secures to them, and for which their parents pay rates.
Third-class teachers may be competent to teach the first and second
and possibly the third classes in a school, but they are not qualified,
and should not be employed to teach the fourth, fifth, and sixth
classes. They can, therefore, only be useful as assistant teachers.

Formerly (under the School Law of 1850) County Boards of
Examiners were required, in the issue of third-class certificates, to
linit them to a particular School. Section (on the application of
Trustees), where the pupils were quite young, or were not far ad-
vanced. Under the present law, this restriction was removed ; but
in its place other provisions were introduced, which were designed
to give greater facilities for the more thorough instruction of al the
pupils of a School Section in the various subjects of a good Eng-
lishi education, which the Legislature itself had declared to be
necessary.

It would certainly be a singular anomaly for the Legislature, on
the one hand, to determine that certain higher subjects of instruc-
tion be introduced into our Public Schools, and then declare that
incompetent persons should be legally qualified to teach them. The
law and regulations must be taken as a whole, and their symnmetry
and completeness must not be destroyed by giving a forced con-
struction to one part alone.

The following article will give additional. information on this
subject

ADEQUATE ACCOMMODATION AND ASSISTANT
TEKCHERS.

lu reply to a communication from a Trustee, on these subjects,
the Chief Superintendent has sent the following reply:-

" The second section of the School Act of 1871 provides that
'Each school corporation shall provide adequate accommodation for
aul chidren of school age in their school division or municipality.'
The seventeenth section of the Consolidated School Act authorise
' the trustees of each school section to see that the school under their
charge is conducted according to the authorised regulations.' The
seventh of the authorised regulations says: ' When the pupils in a
school amount to more than fifty, and less than one hundred, the
trustees must employ an additional teacher as an assistant.'

" Such are the provisions of the law, which it is my duty to see
executed by all parties concerned. It is thus seen that the trustees
of your school section are required to provide adequate school
accommodation, not for the number that may be in the school for
the time being, but for 'aU the cMildren of school age ' in your
section. The law makes the school free to all ; requires the attend-
ance of ahi, at least, one-third of the year; assumes that all may be
present at one time, at least, a part of the year.

" In examining the returns, I find that the number of children
reported of school age in your seotion in 1872 was 129, with 112
naines on the school register the first half of the present year, although
average attendance is only little more than half that number-

certainly a great shaine to the managers of the school, whose
neglect of adequate accommodation or adequate teaching m1us9
cause indifference and neglect in the attendance of pupils. I fin
by the returns that your school-house is 48 by 30 in the clear 1i
the inside-affording sufficient space for all the children of school
age in your section, if properly arranged, and for two teachers, i
divided into two rooms, as so large a school-house ought to be.

" I can find no reasons in your letter that would justify me io
not insisting upon the execution of the law in your section as 1O
other sections much less favourably situated and nuch less wealthl
than yours. You and your trustee colleagues are certainly bolud
by law, as well as by a consideration of the interests of the childrell
under your otficial charge, to employ a second or assistant teacher.
I observe that you speak of the average attendance of pupils ; bile
that is iot the law which speaks not of the average attendance, bilt
of the 'number of pupils in a school;' and this is determined
not by the average attendance, but by the number of pupils on te
school register. It is possible that trustees, from mercenary Or
other unworthy considerations, may keep the average attendaice Of
pupils low by not providing adequate teaching or school accolniWo'
dation for a large nmnber ; but the number of children whose
naines are on the School Register show the number of children
whose parents wish to have them taught in the school, and for
whose teaching and accommodation the trustees are bound to pro
vide, under pecuniary penalties equal to the amount of the schOOl
money lost to their section by their neglect, besides being liable io
prosecution for damages by any parent whose children or child o
not provided with the legally required means of school teachin1
and school accommodation.

" Experience shows that trustees in rural sections who provid9
proper teachers and proper accommodations will secure an averge
attendance of nearly, and in some instances quite three-fourths Of
the children of school age in their division. Trustees who neglect
their duty, not only violate the law and the public trust conuuitte
to them, and incur a pecuniary penalty, but they do a great an
irreparable wrong to the rising generation, whose interests the
have been elected to protect and promote, and for the sacrifice
which no money can ever compensate."

,.~ atr orn the cwir' ~ 4 t~~

1. PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.

There is undoubtedly an impression to some extent prevale
among the public that the examination of Public School Teache
under the n'ew regulations is unnecessarily strict and severe,
much displeasure is expressed by some good people, that sov ed
small a proportion of the numerous candidates who flock to tJ
half yearly examination succeed in obtaining certificates. It is
doubtedly a subject of just regret that our young people are l
better instructed, and this regret is fully shared by the members
the Board.

In the County of Oxford the number of applicants for secolU
class certificates was six; only live, however, put in an appearsUO
One of these retired at the close of the first day, finding he vas
equal to the exercises required in Arithmetic, and all the remuail
at the close of the third day followed his example. To one of the'
however, a third-class certificate was granted.

In the third class there were fifty-six applicants, of whomseVO
failed to appear, The total aggregate number of marks possiblIe
this class was 1,185. Of these 50 per cent., or 593 marks, wer
quired to pass, and thirteen obtained the required nunber.

The highest number of marks obtained by any of the failing
didates was 582-six ranged below that number down to 5
below the latter number down to 500-three from that down t)
-eight between 450 and 400-nine between the last numbet
300-and one as low as 184.

It has been stated, in explanation of this not very reputable
of things, that many young persons present themselves for e ,
nation without any expeotation of passing, but come up, so to Oe-
to get their measure taken, that they may know what their '1 oo
lectual standing is. This may display a very laudable ambitioU DO
the part of the applicants, but it is a practice that ought nOt t0a
encouraged, and it might be well for the Board to adopt 0 ¡¢
sort of test by which all would be excluded except such as realY
tend to enter the profesdon.

It is very much to be regretted, that most of those cadi st
who fail at a given Examination, and afterwards renew the atte 
not Ônly fail again, and in some cases repeatedly, but, what 1 cW'
many of them do not appear to have made any material ad«e

- ment in the interval.

[OCTOBER,
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gti 9gh reasonably be expected that all who aspire to become
e listructors of the rising generation should be able, if not in six,Yet ertain ly in twelve months, so to master the subjects in the pro-

gram*ne a: to secure for them at least 50 per cent. of the marks re-
ired at these examinations.
Su,;h, however, it is shown by the records of the Board, is not the

. Of .he forty-eight candidates at the late meeting, 24 had pre-
OUs y ap;lied and failed, only two finally obtaining certificates.

th the rermaining twenty-two, eight had twice before failed ; two,
ee time3 ; and one, on that occasion, suffered a fifth defeat.

t) foll1owing instances will show that some of the candidates,
' 0 gh threatened with the mortification of successive defeats, are

G duing 6, 12 or even 24 months, to make any solid advance-
allt in those very subjects in which their deficiencies had before

. I demonstrated. One candidate who competed in four succes-
xaninations obtained the following marks in arithmetic, at

Z0e several Examinations respectively ; the highest number pos-
le being 200 ; viz.: 28, 75, 45 and 52.

17he same; spelling, 50 being the maximum, 40, 10,'30 and 15
Peftively.

be Another in the three successive Examinations in-Geography, 150
14g the maximum ; 65, 78 and 49 respectively.

o8Urely the public will suffer no loss by the elimination of this sort
"1aterial from the teaching class.

'From such apostles," exclaimed the indignant Cowper, after
c ing an unworthy class of clergynen :

From such apostles, O ye mitred hands, preserve the flock, and
not careless hands on empty skulls, which cannot teach and
rnot learn. "- Woodstock Times.

Toronto, 11.1hi September, 1873.
t Editor of the Journal of Education :
f,-I send herewitig for publication in the Journal of Educa-
Borne notes which I think may be of interest to teachers.

Yours very truly,
GEORGE PAXTON YOUNG.

LOTIONS OF THE QUESTIONS IN ALGEBRA AND NATURAL PHILO-
PROPOSED AT THE RECENT EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES.

2. ALGEBRA.
O Book-work.

2. Book-work.

Assumex+y+z= t(m+tn+r)........(1)
.-. x + 2y + 3z= t (m + 2n + 3r).........(2)
& x + 3y + 4z t (m + 3n + 4r).........(3).

Subtract (1) from (2). Then y + 2z = t (n + 2r).
Subtract (2) from (3). Then y + z = t (n + r).

z
Z = tr, and - t.

r
y x

In like manner, t = - = -.
n m

We have given the three equations,

8 y
Xz=y2, z= -, y + =2x.

y + 4
oltltion of these presents no difficulty.

r and à be the roots of the first of the given equations.

r +s=-(m +1)
r= - 3

k A = r 2 + 82 = M2 + 2m 4 7.
= m2 + 4m + 7,
= m2 + 6m + 11.

like rnanner B

and C
n,2 + 2m + 7) (m2 + 6m + 11) = (m2 + 4m + 7)2.

7
or, 8m + 28=0 .-. = --.

2

caus (x + yJ--1 =a+ b -1, therefore also

5 .5

à&ultiply these together. Then (X2 + ") = s + b2.
But x + y2 = 1 .·. a2 + b2=1.

7. Let r be the common ratio. Then the series is,
22 r

-,-, 2, 2r ,&c.
r2 r

. 7th term = 2r
4 =

The two real values of r are j and - ý ; and the series are,
8, 4, 2, 1, &c.
8, - 4, 2, - 1, &c.

The remainder of the question is simple.

8. Because m + n j - 1 is a root of the equation xs + qx +
r = o, m - n h - 1 is also a root of that equation. Therefore,
xs + q £ + r is divisible by x 2 - 2mx+ m2 + n2 without remain-

der. Let the quotient be x - s. Then the expressions,
x4 -- qx + r,

(x? - 2mz + m2 + n2) (X - ),
are identical. Therefore,

2m + s = o, m 2 + n2 + 2 ms = q, - s (m2 + n 2) = r.

Eliminate s and n; then

8m3 + 2mq - r = o.
9. It is easily seen that a1 ar - ab= ar2,

asbr -a b = ars,

and so on. Therefore, &c.

10. [This question was not solved by any of the candidates at
the recent examination. Jt requires reasoning of a more delicate
kind than any of the other questions ; and, none of the others pre-
senting any special difficulty, I gave it as a test question, in view
of the competition for the McCabe medal. I leave it as an exer-
cise for students. I may add, that, taking into consideration the
difficulty of this 10th question, I reckoned 9j questions a full paper
at the recent examination.-G. P. Y.]-

3. NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

1. Mr. Cochrane's Solution. - Suppose the cube to be 1 cub. ft.

Pressure on interior surface =½ X 1000 = 3000 oz.

Pressure of air on one surface = 1½½ X 3000 = 4320 oz.
= y lb. on the sq. in.

But pressure of external air = 15 lbs. to sq. in.

. -. Elastic pressure of air inside receiver = j of elastic pressure
of external air. [A considerable number of the candidates offered
no solution of this very simple question; and a considerable num-
ber of others gave a partially erroneous solution.-G. P. Y.]

2. Mr Cochrane's solution.-Let F.E H, K E G be drawn parallel
to A D, A B, -respectively. (The point K is in A D, H in D C, G in
CB, and F in BA.-G. P. Y.) Then, because EA represents the first
force in magnitude, its components will be represented in magni-
tude and direction by EK, E F. Similarly the components of
2 E B are represented in direction by E F and E G, and in magni-
tude by 2 E F and 2 E G. The components of 3 E C are repre-
sented in magnitude by 3 E G and 3 E Il; the components of 4 E D
by 4 E H and 4 E K. Hence the particle E is kept at rest by a
force of

3 E F in the direction E F,
5 EG ............. EG,
7 E H .............. E He

and 5 EK . ......... ....... E K.
But the forces 5 E G and 5 E K are opposite in direction; .·. they
must equilibrate each other; .-. 5 E 0 = 5 E K .·. E G= E K;
which proves first. And the forces 3 F F and 7 E H are opposite
in direction .·. they must equilibrate each other.

3 EF=7 EH or EF; EH=7:3,
which proves second. [Mr. Cochrane's was the only perfectly
satisfactory solution of this easy question in the Resolution of
Forces.-G.P.Y.]

3. Let B D be the perpendicular let fall from B on A C. The
candidates, who solved this question, reasoned in the following
manner : Let P, acting in direction B A, or W in B C, he counter-
balanced by Q acting in direction B D. Then,

Q : P= BD : BA
and W: Q = B C: B D. Therefore, &c.

W73] - 147
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4. Let P move up A B from A to B, while W inoves down B C Now, the three forces that keep the body at rest are

from B to E; B E being equal to B A. Draw B D and I, F perp. (1) The tension of string;
to J C; and let E G, parallel to C A, meet B ) im G. Then, by (2) The resistance of plane;
the principle of virtual velocities, (3) The weight of the body acting vertically. each

P x D B= W x G B. And since these forces keep the body at rest, the forces are

P: W = B G : B D = B E : B C= B A : B C. proportional to the sides of a triangle taken in order. d that

But this is the relation which was found, in the previous question, [This is not very well put. Mr. Davison should have aid bod1
to subsist between P and W. the reaction of plane, the tension of string, and weight cf bodY,

5. (a). " The magnitude of forces is measured by their effects, and are proportional to B D, 1) M, M B, the sides, taken in of ter
the effect of forces which we consider in Dynamics is velocity....... of the triangle B D M, whose sides are in the direction of
Accelerating Force is measured by the velocity which, in a given forces.-G. P. Y.] Now, since M B is parallel to the direht ofthe
time, it would add to the motion of a body. ...... If the velocity gravity and is 34 feet in length, and since gravity [the weight Od
a5lded be equal in equal times, the force is said to be uniform or body.-G. P. Y.] = 34, therefore each foot of the side cOrrsPof the
constant." [The above sentences, which I quoted once before froin to 1 lb. Therefore, since D M is 20 ft. in length, the tension
a work on Dynamics by Dr. Whewell, I quote again, because, string = 20 lbs.
though I have endeavoured, year after year, to get candidates for 9. Solution of Mr. John L. Davison.-(Mr. Davison draws
first-class certificates to apprehend the fundamentally important and B G perpendicular to D C.)
conceptions of acceleration and uniformly accelerating force, the
recent examination shows that very general confusion of mind on Let R = force acting along D A.
the subject still prevails. One candidate says: " A uniformly acce- RI=~ - - - -- - B C.

lerating force is one in which the acceleration is changed for every [Mr. Davison resolves the forces vertically, and in a dire0o
unit of time which the body moves." The writer would have been right angles to the vertical ; and then takes the moments a
nearer the mark if he had said "is not changed." Another candi- This gives him the following equations, x being the distance b he
date says: " A uniformly accelerating force is a force that will move the central point of the rod and the point of suspension 0
a particle through equal spaces in equal times." In this case I weight.-G. P. Y.]
should say that there is no acceleration. Does the force of gravity 4 R 12 R'
at the earth's surface move a particle through equal spaces in equal + -n1 = 112
times ? Another candidate says: " A uniformly accelerating force
is that which is acted on uniformly acted on (sic) by the force of 3 R 5 R'
gravity." Another: "A uniformly accelerating force is a force 5 13
whose increment of increase is the same in equal times." A consi- 168 R'derable number of other such answers have been given. Surely, 56 x + 784 = 13
teachers who desire to obtain first-class certificates may be reason-
ably expected to master a conception which is by no means abstruse, [From these equations he obtains x = 4.. Therefore,
and without an accurate apprehension of which the whole science
of Dynamics must be a mystery to them.-G. P. Y.] I 94pero o Ztacert'

5. (b) and (c). [These have not been satisfactorily answered by
any of the candidates. I leave them as exercises for students. I ¢

believe that a student will derive benefit from a thorough exami- 1. TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.
nation of them. The only remark which I will make is, that the f the
force to whose action, in conjunction with that of gravity acting Elsewhere our readers will find a report of the proceedings
vertically, the motion of the body along A B is due, is the reaction Teachers' Institute held in the Central School during Friday a1i e
of the plane.-G. P. Y.] turday last. Those who had thegood fortune to be present can te sl

6. As the uniformly accelerating force cf gravity generates a tothe practical and excellent character of the work accomplished e

velocity cf 32 feet in the second, it will be 10 seconds before the they will probably conclude therefrom that something more l
velocity of 320 feet in the second is destroyed; and therefore when be donc ere our educational system shall have attained indeed
the particle shot upwards from A reaches its highest point, its growth and maturity. What that something is, must be, orie wt; has been long, evident to all intelligent educators. Th'n relevation will be .1,600 feet. l 2 seconidsimore it has fallen 64 feet; Sehool at Ottawa will probably be open for the recepticîl of t1'
hence, if D be the point where it is at the end of the 12th second s n a yeawa tile pa the ecepkelyf o
A D =1 536 ft. But C D, the space down which the force of gra- dents in a yearns time, and two additional ones will lie Thus
vity has drawn the projectile froni B in 12 seconds, is 16 x 144. one at Kigston and the other at some point nm the Westchpv

Thýreforewhole Provmnce will be amply supplied with Normal Sch-0
Therefore, leges. As adjuncts to these Schools for the training of Teachero

A C= A D + D C 1536 + 16 X 144 = 3840 feet. is considered that Teachers' Institutes are necessary, and, Jud

Also A B2 * B C2 - A C2 (4800)2 - (3840)2 = 28802. from the success of that held here last week, we should be dise

A B - 2880. to regard them as an essential part of the system. Their a the
tages have been recognized by the Legislatures of several adO

7. Let x be the height to which the liquid will rise in the vessel. neighbouring States. Appropriations for therm have beCen the
Then the pressure, in lbs., of the confined air on the liquid below and the result, so far, has been pronounccd satisfactory. ex-

15 14 152 State of Michigan, $5,000 is annually allowed for Istitie
is -5 X _44 This is counterbalanced by 15 144 + 1152 (1-x). penses ; in Maine, $4,000 ; in California, $100 for each Co ut

stitute of from three to five days' length; in Pennsylvanlîaiadg
Therefore, amount varies froin $60 to $200 for each County Institute acco dia

15 x 144 to the attendance ; in Iowa, $50 is allowed for each, and in In
- 15 × 144 + 72 (1 - x). the same amount.

1-7 1 .In the School Act passed here early in the year 1850, a' ap
30 x = (1 - X)2 priation was made "for the encouragement of Teechers' Inst the

.. = 16 - / 255. and in that year Messrs. Robertson and Hind, then masters c. 
8. otion of Mr. JnL. DNormal School, held Institutes in each County of the but
A8.) Since Af B=3John Davison. -(D E is dawn parallel te Last year the Local Legislature made a similar appropratol»

A B.) Since A B = 39, and B C = 26 . . A C = -(2197). the money has not yet been touched. Assuning, then that 01oe'
And, by sim. triangles, time during 1874 we shall have two Normal Schools in opersta

J2197 : 26 :: 26 : D 0.·. D C= J208. one in Toronto and one at Ottawa, with possibly the Kingston is
Again, by sinj. triangles, blishment in course of erection, and Institutes at different PISI'

12197 : %/208 : : ,208: C E .-. C E=8. as adjuncts to them, the question of efficient managementat pre'
pervision imnediately presents itself for consideration. Attl

[The value of C E is correctly found; but there is a mistake-a sent the prisons of the Province and the Deaf and Dumb In1-s '
simple oversight, I presume-in the statement of the proportion. at Belleville, and the Institution for the Blind in this town, arhOThe second term should be 26 instead of ,/208.-G. P. Y.] jected to periodical inspection by a competent officer arw

And .'. D M = 20. [This is rather curt; though, of course, responsible to the Local Government. An officer with similar P
when D C and C E are known, E ) is known; and, when E M and ers and suitable qualifications will, we may premise, be neede

E' 1 are kn4)w1, M 1) is known.-G. P. Y.] the proposed Institutes and Normal Schools. For the pr 1 >
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e of such a duty, however, the services of a gentleman of ex-
to'nal skill, experience and ability will be required.

" competent scholarship must be added a thorough acquaintance
th the best and most approved methods of teaching, as well as

swt11 0chool organization and school government.
'e look forward to see in the near future in Ontario greatly in-

Normal School facilities, the establishment of Teachers'In-
tIutes all under intelligent supervision and all except trained
' ersexcluded, as is the case in Europe, from the schools of the
t1.-Bradford Expositor.

2. BRANT COUNTY TEACHERS' INSTITUTE.

teachers of the County of Brant during Friday and Saturday
Week were privileged as few ever have been in, this Province.

ý5ngster, late head-master of the Normal School, Toronto, hav-
e een casually met with a few weeks ago by our esteemed and

etic Public School Inspector, and upon the matter of a Teach-
na8titute in this town being broached, and the earnest desire of

ant Teachers' Assocaition expressed that he should be' pre-
4 possible, he at once tendered his services gratuitously, offer-

conduct the exercises during two or more days if desirable.
Snotice of this important event was given through the local

% and cards of invitation with a printed programme-thereon were
t all the leading officials and prominent educationists in this
ty as well 'as to several in neighbouring counties. The In-
erwas held in the Central School, and a very large number of

%0 e1%and others were present to profit by the instructions of the
plPlished and distinguished lecturer. We regret to be com-

te state that several of the young teachers who are most in
Of instruction in all matters pertaining to their profession,

re present during a portion of the first day, failed to appear
second. We are not sure that it would not be an act of

em and their friends to give their names in full, and
4 tch them a lesson for the future, The profession would
tli rid of such members, and we would advise them to make

vos acquainted with the requirements of some less noble
It is satisfactory, however, to know that the great major-

Our teachers, male and female, took a hearty interest in
. Proceedings of the Institute, and plied their pencils with extra-

"rY diligence.
think it might be said without fear of contradiction that there
7o4t been anything of as intellectual a character in Brantford
%nY years.

kNOeptly at ten o'clock on Friday morning the meeting was called
tder by the President, Dr. Kelly, who in a few well-chosen
eloquent sentences introduced the lecturer. On rising, Dr.

r was greeted with loud applause, and forthwith proceeded to
t)7%'è8 the mnost approved method of teaching arithmetic. Two

i, he said, must be kept constantly in mind in teaching this and
%i . nches of education, namely, the development of the
ýýintellectually at the same time that the mind is stored with

Pactical information. It might seem too strong perhaps to
t ,at nany of them would be puzzled to say how they stumbled
knowledge of arithmetic, but the condition of schools in other

not in Brant, justified the assertion. He believed that the
4 r Wa8 Made an arithmetician during the first six months of his

' ol ife, or for ever debarred from success in'its study. He could
l too strongly deprecate the too early introduction of a text

the child's hands, as this tended to involve rather than to
%~thuji e subjects. The living voice of the active, energetic and

gent teacher, mind speaking with mind, was the only proper
4 ,%04of instructing the child when first introduced to school.
Sk o d error, he said, was a want of thoroughness. The admis-

O ne has been " through the book " two, three, or more
*as sufficient to show that lie knew nothing at all of the sub-

hen the child was properly taught there was no need of
g hu n repeat his book. Some teachers are deceived as to the

%'Z'gbness of their class-a small percentage, perhaps, giving the
sfiSolution while the others copy from them. Hence he %vould

end placing the pupils in such positions as would render
t and copying impossible. He would also recommend

• AOrough, impartial and strict examinations at stated pe-
to fiariner imbued with a sense of his responsibility omits

take his reckonings ; why then should the educator of the
STlonth after month without determining the position
8-who are making progress and who are not ? Somealso, he regretted to say, were wilfully dishonest in this

t4 lQinding it an easy matter to persuade the child, and through
ded the parents, that progress was being made, thoy lustily

their own praises for a year or two, until sone fortunate
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event revealed the truth. Such teachers were constantly shifting
their places, and the pity was that they were ever allowed to rest.
They cursed the community instead of blessing it where they hap-
pened for the time to get employment. A third error was allowing
bhe pupil to wander from rule to rule without giving any other reason
For the operation than that the book said so. Every step of such
process should be explained and repeated till a clear perception of it
was fixed in the mind. He did not mean till the pupil could ex-
plain it in return, for this required a power of language which was
not always found in children. To understand'was one thing, to
explain another. But the intelligent teacher was never at a loss
to know by the eye of his pupil that the mind apprehended his ex-
planation.

A fifth error and a most crying evil was not making the matter
practical. How many pupils were there who had one through the
whole course of arithmetic, and could, perhaps, solve tolerably dif-
ficult examples, and yet when required to calculate the price of a
load of hay or wood or the interest on an ordinary note were ut-
terly at sea. The urgent demandof the age, and one to which teach-
ers would do well not to close their eyes, was for a more practical
common school education. The want was felt in the United States,
and is beginning to be felt in Canada. Having thus pointed out
the more common defects, he proceeded to show what method he
would recommend. And first, he would say, that the perceptive
faculties develop before the reflective. Hence the child first learna
things, then names as attached to things. Therefore in teaching
young children abstract numbers should iever be used.

Begin by teaching the child to perform simple operations men-
tally, then to represent these on the board or slate, and, lastly, to
reproduce the same operation with the use of other numbers,
always following the order, mental-work, black-board, state. At least
one-half the time should be spent in review, that every operation
may be understood and remembered.

I have thus far given a brief outline of the ac'omplished gentle-
man's lecture on arithmetic, which will give a key to his method of
teaching other subjecta, with, of course, such differences as are in-
teresting to the practical teacher alone. His instructions, coucbed in
language most elegant and eloquent, listened to with rapt attention
for six or eight hours each day, cannot fail to elevate the status of
schools in this and surrounding counties. At the close of the se-
cond day the following resolutions were adopted -

Moved by James Mills, Esq., M.A., seconded by Wm. Wilkin-
son, Esq., M.A. :

" First, that the members of the Brant County Teachers' Associa-
tion and the other friends of education here assembled embrace this
opportunity of testifying to J. Herbert Sangster, M.A., M.D., their
very higLh estimate of his abilities as a teacher, author and lecturer ;
secondly, that they tender that gentleman their most cordial thanks
for his great kindness m conducting their Teachers' Institute during
the last two days ; and, lastly, that in their opinion his lectures
are of inestimable value to teachers, and his generosity in giving
them gratuitously beyond all praise."

Moved by Thomas Pearce, Esq., Inspector of Schools, Waterloo
Co., seconded by Wm. Rothwell, Esq. :

" That the members of this Association being fully convinced of the
great benefits that must arise to the profession from Teachers' In-
stitutes being held throughout the Province, consider it very desir-
able that they be established by the Government at its earliest
opportunity, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the
Hon. the Attorney-General.-Carried."

Moved by W. A. Douglas, Esq., M.A., seconded by G. B. McIn-
tosh, Esq. :

" That the members of this Association desire to express their si-
cere thanks to their esteemed President, Dr. Kelly, for his untiring
efforts in behalf of the Association, and especially for his success m
securing the services of so able and experienced a lecturer as Dr.
Sangster."

At the close Dr. Sangster was enrolled as an honorary member
of the Association.

The Association then adjourned, to meet again three months from
date.

WILLIAM ROTHWELL,
Sec. B. T. C. Association.

3. TEACHERS' CONVENTIONS AND INSTITUTES
CONTRASTED.

There does not seem to exist, in the minds of educators, a very
close discrimination between the legitimate duties of a convention
and those of an institute. The exercises of one very often run into
those of the other.
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A convention of teachers is one where educators meot for the dis-
cussion of questions of a general nature, and where any man may
freely ventilate his opinions, independently of all other exercises.
The lecturer finds here a prominent place.

On the other hand, an institute should be conducted by one mas-
ter spirit, whose influence, like a golden thread, should run all
through the exercises. He should have just assistance enough to
relieve him from the too continuous strain upon his mind, and he
should be able to hold the attention of as many teachers present as
possible, and to keep them there throughout the session. Extran-
eous lectures should be reserved for evening exercises, ar omitted
altogether. Ihe convention may combine with it the exercises of
the institute, but the institute should not partake of the character
of a convention. The institute should be chiefly devoted to methods
of imparting knowledge, and such other matters as belong to the
immediate exercises of the school-room. Theories and doubtful
questions should be reserved for the convention. The institutes in
this State for the last two years have generally been of the char-
acter here indicated, and owe their great success to this fact.

It is believed by the writer that our State association, at its annual
meeting, should have. at least, one subsection for the special bene-
fit of the majority of lady teachers present. Few of this class of
teachers take any interest in subjects of general discussion, while
they wouli be greatly benefited by listening to a discussion and
illustration of the best methods of teaching and managing their
schools. If there is a fear that the subsection would draw too
heavily upon the educators present, and leave the principal meeting
in a minority, it would only prove which was of the greater value
and interest. It is to be hoped that the managers of our State
association will take this subject into consideration at the next
meeting.

With reference to an institute, there is no place where the inci-
dental lecturer will find himself placed in a false position and feel
it. as one who breaks in with some topic out of the regular course
of thought which should pervade all the exercises. As a rule, then,
the teachers will carry away practical knowledge from an iiatitute, ia
the ratio of the mall number ofpersons employed as instructors. It
will be understood that this does not interfere with discussions
which may arise that are often of the greatest value, nor with the
evening lecture, which often has a most powerful influence in edu-
cating public sentiment, that could not be reached in, the day
exercises of the institute. .

As the fall institutes will commence in a few weeks, it is hoped
that any defects that may have heretofore been felt to have existed,
will be reimoved, and that this most powerful agency in stimulating
teachers in their work will be more powerful than ever.--N. T. T.

4. THE MANAGEMENT OF TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.

It seems to us that the time has come when the teachers' institute
should enter on its distinctive work. It is neither a convention noi
a literary exhibition, and it is no longer necessary to make it pop
ular by exercises entirely foreign to its great object-the profes-
sional improvement of teachers. The hours of the day sessions
should certainly be filled with lectures, class drills, and other exer-
cises which bear directly on school organization, management, and
instruction. The exercises of the evening sessions may very pro
perly be of a more popular character ; and this will be found neces
sary when an admission fee is charged to meet the expenses of the
institute. The sparkling essay, the literary lecture, the elocution-
ist's art, and the choicest music may be used to interest and delight
the audience.

While no part of the evening sessions should ordinarily be de
voted to professional instruction, we see no reason why educationa
topics should be excluded. There are no questions of greater gen-
eral interest than those relating to education, and noue which more
fully meet the conditions of a popular lecture. Lt is, moreover,
very important that the great educational issues of the day be dis
cussed before the people by the ablest speakers of the country.
Public interest and confidence in the schools will thus be increased
and the school systeni will be still more strongly fortified agains
the assaults of its enemies.

But we see that our pen has run away from our purpose, for we
in d to write but a brief paragraph on this subject. We wished
si »y to bear testimony against the foolish idea that the work o
an msnitute should be done by its members. An institute thus
c, mducted is just a bout as efficient as a school in which the pupils
suc essive1 - act the teacher. An institute should bring to inexperi-
enced teachers the ripest experience, the best methods, and the
soundest views of the profession.

5. TEACHERS' INSTITUTES IN MANY STATES.
The laws of many States, in regard to Teachers' Institutes, ar

more liberal than ours. Aside from the provisions for State IJD5
tutes (which do not reach the mass of thé teachers, and preSe01n
such instructions as they most need), the law is absolutely sileIi$'
except in the obscure mention of Institutes by the County Super-
intendents' Act, as among the means to be used by these offic
for the improvement of the schools, and the elevation of the charse
ter and qualifications of the teachers, in their respective countie'•
How the Superintendents were to hold these meetings, and secO"
adequate assistance and equipment, without some pecuniary folo'
dation, does not seem to have entered the minds of our legislator.
In the unregretted days of the peripatetic book agents, it was qu
easy to secure gratuitous assistance, some of which was very Vals
able; but, since their withdrawal from the field, the organizatiop
of a first-class Institute is almost impossible, unless the Super-
intendent will personally assume the expense.-Not being co#i'
pelled by law to attend such meetings, teachers will not join th6e
in any large number if a tuition fee is charged, or a liberal asseO
mentis likely to be made upon them. It is extrenely difficult,.o
many counties quite inpracticable, to secure the vote of a subsidJ
by the Board of Supervisors, and, as already noted, the Sts
makes no pecuniary provision for this important work. This in
ter is better managed elsewhere. Wisconsin compels the Coul
Superintendents to "organize and conduct at least one Institit"
for the instruction of teachers in each year," and authorizes
Board of Regenîts of Normal Schools to use any sum within $5,#
per annum for Institute expenses. In the expenditure oft1o
allowance, they must give preference to the sections of the StO
receiving least direct benefit from the Normal Schools. Distict
Boards are authorized to allow teachers their wages for time sP8lit
in actual attendance upon Institutes. In Maine, whenever tweni
five teachers of any county make a written request to that efteC'4
the State Superintendent may hold an annual Institute in th
county, of at least ten days' duration, and m'ay expend $4,000 VP
year upon such Institutes. California appropriates $100 for e
County Institute of three to five days' length, which the local Supe
intendent must hold a;unually in counties having ten or 19e
school districts. Every teacher of a public school musc attend, 01
the school boardP si all not only allow, but shall require t
teachers in their ernploy to attend every Teachers' Institute held
the county," and their pay is not diminished for such attendall
Any county having a regularly organized Teachers' A ssociatiol Of
Institute, holding meetings monthly, may be exemTnpted, if

majority of the teachers in the county vote to sustain mont
meetings. Pennsylvania appropriates $60 to $200 (accordin
attendance) for every five days' Institute. Each County Su1'4
intendent must hold one yearly. The teachers may be allO<
their time, and " any teacher who absents himself from the 1
tute of his county without a good reason, may have his wan .
professional spirit and zeal indicated by a lower mark on his co1 .

ficate in the practice of teaching than he would otherwise
received. Two Saturdays in every school month may be used

- Institutes in any district, and.reported as a part of the 5.w

month. Iowa gives a subsidy not exceeding $50 for each Institîl
of not less than twenty members, and six working days.
school in the county must be closed while the Institute is in Se
and the teachers' pay goes on during the time. They, as w s
all candidates for certificates, are required to attend. or P

- satisfactory reasons for non-attendance, before recei% ing
to teach. Similar provisions subsist in Kansas. Indiana
$50 for an Institute having an average attendance of forty,
$35 for one with an average of twenty-five. The comnon Béh
must be closed during the session, but the teachers ai e not

- pelled to attend, nor is their time allowed them, even thought
attend. A good foundation for an Institute fund is provi
Ohio, where teachers pay a fee of fifty cents for exain
which is set apart for their benefit, in meeting the expe
County Institutes. The plan contemplates a permanent øO j
tion, with at least forty members. In most of these S-, tes,
New York, the county school officers are required to ho) ldt
once t year. In the State last named, the Comuni&ioner t

induce, if possible, all the teachers in his district to be i
b and take part in the exercises. A teacher who clos hie

to attend an Institute does not thereby forfeit his contract, a
his time allowed. The necessary expenses are paid'3 the
In Vermont, orly two days' time is allowed teachers for bte

f upon Institutes, without diminution of wages. Louai jana
curions provision that Institutes shall be held " whero . ie t0
will receive the encouragement of hospitality." Illiinis
very indifferent provision for Institutes, but, by a rene.,tlw
vides for the organization of County Normal Schools
Teacher.
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III. on Ø l d #5 ho0t #utict. much more be allowed as is necessary to give our graduates a real
command of them.

The facts are beyond dispute, and some change seems needed,
1. HIGH SCHOOL BENEFITS. though what it should be it is hard to tell. -A college, be it under-

stood, in the first place, is not an institution which professes to
As the following, from the Port Hope Guide, places a matter give exhaustive instruction on any subject. Its object is to open a

thich is of interest to all in a light which will be new to some, we great many doors, and to ask its pupils to look in and see the
transfer it to our columins : treasures beyond them, that they may be able to decide afterward

l With much gratification we notice at the meeting of friends of which they will inake their own. A college, besides its disciplinary
trinity College School, called to devise ways and ineans for finishing function, has the object of giving valuable information, but that
the building, the large amount of $20,000, ' by which the authori- information, being on all branches of learning, is necessarily only
ties of the school claim that our town was benefited last year by the of a very rudimentary sort. There is, we confess it, but a smatter-
existence of the School here.' The statement is a truism, yet.it ing of anything taught in a college, and the complete instruction is
canlnot be too often repeated, that whether it be a factory or a school, left to the post-graduçte university courses and to private study.
a cOmpany or a college, if it brings to our town mouths which munst Renembering this principle, it might seem reasonable fo expect
be fed, and backs which inust be clothed, and the money from out- that a man should leave college with but little Latin and less
4ide to pay for the feeding and the clothing, it must make more money Greek. But, as we understand it, the object sought in studying
circulate in the town, to the direct benefit of our merchants and the classical languages is an acquaintance with classical literature,
tradespeople, and to the indirect benefit of the whole community. and not a facility in rendering a classical author. The ability to

herefore, we repeat, we wero highly gratified to learn that the translate is elementary. It is the door, and not the treasure.
Échool mentioned had been the means of causing that additional A college graduate has been studying Latin and Greek for six
muni to circulate in our town during the past year, and we think or seven years. In that time he ought to be able to gain such a
that this gives that institution just claims upon the support of our facility in translation that he would hardly notice whether ho were
business men and others who have the welfare of the town at heart. reading Latin or English prose. And yet we venture to assert that
These considerations led us to reflect on the anount of benefit con- of the two or three thousand young men who will be graduated this
ferred on the town by the excellent High and Public Schools which summer from our colleges, there will hardly be five (omitting,
't Possesses. We pass over, as patent to all, the convenience and possibly, a few graduates of Catholic colleges) who will be able to
advantage of having at our own door institutions in which our read Cicero's Letters or Quintilian's "De lustitutione Oratoria "
Youth of both sexes can receive an education, ranging from the fluently at sight. Our graduates will infallibly forget the most of
Inerest elements to such as will enable our boys to enter any univer- their Latin and Greek, retaining enough of the former to under-
Sity, and our girls any sphere of life that may bc open to thei. stand a legal or medical term, or as much of the latter as may be

"We say this is an inestimable advantage patent to all, but it is secured by an occasional reading with Robinson's Lexicon of the
not so patent, and therefore not so wpll known, that the excellence Greek Testament. On Commencement Day it would yet be a task
of Our schools attracts not a few pupils from the surrounding country for theni to get the sense out of a page in the languages to which
ý1to the town, thus benefiting it to the extent of what they spend they have given half of their study for seven years. They are not
i1 it. We knew this was more or less true, but not till we inquirea prepared to become enthusiastic students in the choicest literature
did we know to what extent it is true. We find that some few of the world.
PlIpils from the country, notwithstanding the fee charged to non- There must be a serious error in the present style of instruction,
residenits, attend our Public School because the education tiere and we are confident that it is in the objeèt aimed at by our
given is of necessity better than that which the free rural school teachers. They naturally hold up as their end of instruction a
of the rural section affords. They are for the most part children grammatical acquaintance with the language, rather than a know-
Whose parents wish them thoroughly prepared for entrance after ledge of the literature contained in it.
a tine into the High School. What we would have is, not a less thorough, but a less persistent

" But it is chiefly to secure the advantages which the latter School teaching of grammatical rules. One lesson or lecture a week might
affords that pupils from the country come into town. We were be devoted to grammar and derivations, and the main study
shown the naines of no less than 33 pupils from the country, who directed to a large acquaintance with literature and a rapid com-
have attended the High School since the beginning of the present mand of the language. The ability to repeat the exceptions
Year. Of these some were from beyond Peterboro', some from " A lica, brassica, dica, fulica," etc., wastes a great deal of time and
Milbrook, some from near Newcastle and Newtownville, and some adds nothing to the scholar's command of Latin. Cudworth could
from the neighbourhood of Bowmanville. Now the point we would not have repeated that list, and he knew more Latin and Greek
urge upon the attention of our business men and others is this, that, than all our colleges put together. What is the necessity of drill-
allowing that some 70 or 80 pupils attending Trinity School bring to ing wearisomely in the rules of pronunciation, the euphonic changes
the town the sun of $20,000 per year, the 33 pupils attending our of letters, the succession of tenses, and the canons of the subjunc-
own High School must benefit the town to a proportionate tive, when this disproportionate attention necessarily compels in-
eltent-say between $7,000 and $8,000 ; and that it is their interest attention to the enlargement of one's vocabulary and the facility of
to Maintain its eficiency, increase its excellence, and add to its reading the classical authors ? The Greek rules for " Tau mutes"
reputation by all the means in their power. It is certainly nothing are not a whit more important than that which gives d a t somr"d
les8 than suicidal to begrudge it a liberal support. after c in " priced," while it retains its own sound after is in

" It will easily be seen, too, that the town is not only vastly " raised." There is as much a rule in English as in Latin- bu-
eneLfited by the pupils from a distance which the ligh School nobody thinks it worth while to know it-which controls the sub-

attracts here, but also by those pupils which it keeps here. For, junctive in the sentence " We have not so much as heard whether
4oubtless, if we had no such institution of our own, or if the edu- there be any Holy Ghost," but which is to be learned rather by
cation given in it were not such as he community demands, scores literary instinct than by formulation.
of our youth would be sent elsewhere to obtain what was denied We cannot urge that more time be allowed for the study of the
then here and the $200 per year not including extras' would be dead languages. The sciences and mathematics press too close upon
ost to this town and go to enrich some other. If any doubt the them. We do urge that the main object in studying theni be not
crrectness of this view, let them ask Cobourg, at what it values forgotten. Let us teach our young men that above the roots of a

e Possession of Victoria College, and the Corporation of Toronto language they may pluck flowers and gather fruit.-Independent.
VeValue to the city of the numerous educational establishments

Within its limits."
3. WILL EDUCATION PAY?

2. CLASSICAL HISKS. Does it pay to educate the people ? Shall we get back the cost?
This is the question of the day put into its shortest form. In other

Professor Taylor Lewis read some time ago before the University words, the problem stands thus : It takes a certain amount of hard
Coîvocation a very weighty paper, the object of which was to show honest thinking to do the work of the world. We cannot cheat
that students in our colleges should be taught either considerably nature. "An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth" is her motto.
1lore Latin and Greek or considerably less. It is pretty clear that, We hang a small weight on the long arm of a lever and chuckle with
so far as the classical languages are concerned, our colleges now satisfaction to see the heavy weight on the other end rise. And in
OOcupy a position utterly unsatisfactory to everybody. The our delight at outwitting gravity we do not notice the very small
scientists tell us that ùfbt nuch worth while is learned of the dead distance moved once by our great weight as the immense are de-

languages in college, and they would have something else take their scribed by our power. We cheat ourselves only. We put the
Place, anid the classicists repeat the strophe, only varying the anti- execution of our plans into the hands of an ignorant unthinking set
strophe to urge that, if so much time is given to these languages, so of labourers, and sit back in our easy chairs serenely smoking, and
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congratulating ourselves on our escape from toil. And we flnd
ourselves worn out with vexations and annoyances, our material is
waated, our directions misunderstood, our plans " gang agley ;"
the more seeming help we have, the more weary we grow, and the
more utterly unable we are to foresee or prevent the absurd esca-
pades from our carefully arranged regulations. In despair we find
ourselves forced to perform the work from which we had cheerfully
assured ourselves that we are the small power at the large end, and
it is only by the most absurdly disproportionate exertions that we

• can succeed in starting the big weight at the other end and moving
the beam at all. We spend our energy on that which profiteth riot,
and are only conscious all the time that we are converting our gold
of rational thought into dirty paper.

We need only appeal to the employers in all lines of business to
be answered that we have spoken the truth.

Now, is it not plain that the only remedy for the trouble is to
convert the paper into gold, that is, to educate the labouring
classes into intelligence'? Till we do, we must pay the penalty.
The rich man leaves the streets and alleys of the poorer section of
the city uncleaned, and builds his tenement houses without venti-
lation, and the malaria from the alleys and the fever poison from
the overcrowded tenement houses enters his own palace windows,
and feeds on the life of his own children. This is no more true in
the physical than in the mental world. The rich man grudges,
refuses money to the public schools, cuts the teachers' salaries so
low that no teacher worthy of the name will stay with him, and
he dies in an insane asylum or drops in the street struck with
apoplexy, or gradually becomes an idiot, as his over-worked brain
returne before his death to primitive chaos.

We muet have thoroughly educated labourers ; this is what the
death-columns in our papers every day says. Can we not intelli-
gently accept their warning ; or shall we still persist in using up
our gold for worthless paper.--St. Louis Journal of Education.

4. EDUCATION DOES PAY.

Education pays. Pennsylvania taxes herself $9,000,000 a-year
for the education of her children in the common schools, and makes
money by so doing. The man who pays his school taxes merely
loans his money., and, if well used, it will come back to him, or to
those who shall inherit his property. True, even if education did
not pay in money, it would be worth all it coste, for money can
have no better use than to lift men up to a higher intellectual and
moral level ; but just now we want to emphasize the truth, that
every dollar judiciously spent for educational purposes brings back
another dollar with usury.

In this connection, we beg to present a few extracts from an
address recently delivered before the Wisconsin Horticultural So-
ciety, by Hon. Samuel Fellows, Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion -

" I have just been perusing with intense interest the report of
the bureau of education, on the relation of education to labour. A
series of questions was addressed to a large number of intelligent
employers in all parte of the Union as to the effect of education-
mainly common school-upon each person in their employ. The
answers were nearly unanimous ' that his value to the community
at large is positively increased, and his power as a producer of
adding to the common stock of wealth is materially enhanced by
the education given himi as a child in the common school.' The
increase of wages he will receive on account of his knowledge is
put at various figures, averaging nearly twenty-five per cent. That
this increase of value arises, lst, fromn the fact of his being more
readily instructed in the duties of his work ; 2nd, that he needs
less supervision ; 3rd, that ho does his work to better advantage ;
4th, that he is less liable to join in unreasonable strkes; 5th, le
more industrious ; 6th, less dissipated ; and lastly, is less liable to
become an expense to the Commonwealth through poverty and
crime.

" Now, remember, gentlemen, that twenty-five per cent. is added
to the value of the labourer from the possession of the slender out-
fit given in the comnmon school. What will be the per cent. of value
if, in addition to this, he receives a training, in part, which spe-
cially fits him for his work ? The answers are given to such an
inquiry in the report alluded to. That a knowledge of the sciences
that underlie the occupation gives greatly increased value to their

ossessor is agreed on all hands. It does this : 1st, by enabling
im to avoid dangers, in mining, for instance, to which ignorant

men are exposed ; 2nd, by enabling, him to detect and remedy
difficulties which else would cause expense and delay; 3rd, by
enabling hini to discover shorter and simpler methods of work,
thereby increasing his powers of production; 4th, by stimulating
his qualities of contrivance, so that he adjusts and modifies the
tools or machines which he uses, and becomes eventually an inven-

tor of simpler and botter machines, thus increasing the wealth-
producing power of his fellow-labourers. In this direction, it is
estimated by these men, competent to judge, that his value is in-
creased one hundred per cent., while in certain exceptional cases it
is incalculably higher. Better even than all this, it advances the
well-being of its possessor. By virtue of his increased education,
he commands higher wages for his services, and also adds largely
to the common production.

" What a convincing argument is given in this report for our
common school system. It pays, in the lowest as well as in the
highest sense, to educate the people. According to the last census,
1,554,931 adult males were regarded as illiterate. If, now, accord-
ing to the opinions before given, these parties should earn each one
dollar per day in their illiterate state, by learning to read and
write, twenty-five per cent. would be added yearly to the produc-
tion of the country, or $116,612,425, nearly twice as much as is
paid annually for public instruction in the United States. If, now,
we take four-fifths of the 8,287,043 engaged in various pursuits in
the United States in 1860, who received their education in the
common schools, considering each one as capable of earning one
dollar per day without such education, and $1.25 with it, we have
a yearly addition to the production of the country of $523,740,178,
nearly nine times the amount paid annually for public school in-
struction. Then consider what the increased production would be
if specific instruction were given to these persons in the different
branches of industry represented by them, or if, in early life, studios
were pursued bearing directly upon their vocation. The instruction
that these men need, in the main, is in the facts and truths of
natural science, for these lie at the foundation of the life-work of
the vast majority of the producers of our country's wealth. These
sciences must be studied if our nation would attain the exalted
destiny which.clearly awaits it."-Pewsylvania School Journal.

5. EDUCATIONAL WORK IN ENGLAND.

Notwithstanding the wranglings between the party represented
by the Birmingham League and that which has for its head the
quasi-defunct National Union, practical progress has been made of
late towards the more general education of the English people.
Statistics go to show that more children are now attending schools
than formerly, that the supply of teachers has been increased by
placing before them botter opportunities for advancement, and that
the education afforded is of a more thorough character than that
which had hitherto prevailed.

Elementary instruction in England and Wales is provided, first,
by schools receiving Government grants according to the work they
accomplish ; and second, by schools under the charge of School
Boards, established under the provisions of the Elementary Educa-
tion Act. It is to the former that the credit is due of having given
for many years tolerably good elementary training to a large
proportion of the children of the poorer classes in a remarkably
quiet way, and it is not, therefore, surprising that a large body of
the public should feel gratified at knowing that the fears of their
promoters, that the Education Act would terminate their existence,
have proved groundless. Instead of declining in interest, those
denominational schools receiving grants and under Government
inspection appear to have become increasingly flourishing since the
Birmingham League, undertook its mission in favour of secular
instruction. This is proved by the facts, that during the past four
years the accommodation provided by'these schools had risen from
eight to ten per cent. of the population, and that the average
attendance during this period increased from five to over six per
cent., representing two million names on the school registers. The
figures are these :-11,833 day schools, with 2,235,936 children on
their registers, having accommodation for about 225,000 more ; and
2,122 night schools, attended by 75,000 children over twelve years
of age. The average attendance at the elementary schools of Eng-
land and Wales should, however, be about three millions, and the
accommodation ought to be in excess of this number. The supply
afforded by schools in receipt of annual aid is little more than roomu
for two millions and a quarter, sufficient it is true to accommodate
the number of children on the books, which of course vastly ex-
ceeds the number actually in attendance, but considerably within
what will be required within the next two or three years.

The second class of educational machinery, the schools under the
direction of School Boards, is actively engaged in supplying edu-
cational deficiencies if special districts. The population under
School Boards, the establishing of which re#ts primarily with the
people, is about ton millions, including the metropolis, and the
number of Boards elected is pla.ced at about six hundred. That a
great work has been done within the past few years towards miet-
ing the educational wants of the country, is seen by an official de-
claration to the effect that 3,465 parishes possess sufficient facili-
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tieS for their educational work, even though a larger number are
reported as being deficient in these respects. These latter, how-
ever, are largely situated in outaide districts, and can best be dealt
With by forming them into united districts, as conteniplated by
the Department of Education. The School Boards have now got
fairly to work, and are evidently resolved to provide the requisite
'1nhber of schools for all the children of school age, at the risk of

largely increasing the local rates. They are availing themselves
frely of their borrowing powers. London has raised loans
arnOunting to £250,000 wherewith to meet in part the cost of pro-
viding for 100,600 children; and the Education Department have
recomended the Public Works Loan Commissioners to advance
14ore than three hundred loans, exceeding a million pounds sterling,
by which accommodation will be furnished for one hundred thou-
sand children. Compulsory atteudance has been put in force by
41ndon, 80 municipal boroughs and 110 civil parishes, represent-
111g a population of 8,926,349. These figures show that compul-
slon is now the law for 39 per cent. of the whole population of
11gland and Wales, -and for about 74 per cent. of the total bor-
OUgh population. The exereise of these powers has been attended
with the most satisfactory results. The increase of average at-
tendance in Stockport has been 15 per cent., in Bath 17 per cent.,
111 Wrexham 25 per cent., and in Manchester (in fifteen months)
the weekly average has been 36 per cent. In London the increase
of the average attendance has been 36,041 in the two years ending
tecember last ; in Sunderland the number on the rolls has in-
creaied 32 per cent., in Leeds 63 per cent ; while in Macclesfield, in
the last week of March last, 94 per cent of the children of school
4ge were either at school or beneficially employed at work. In
West Bromwich, in the year ending May last, there were 9,207 in
Public elementary schools alone, and only 776 children 'not at
Schools, the increase for the year being 3,000, or 25 per cent. of
the whole school population.

These educational statistics are very gratifying, for they estab-
lisih the fact that, notwithstanding the strife of religious factions,
every British child has now a chance of receiving an elementary

d4ucation. The truth is, that the more schools cover the land the
ess will be the. talk about religious and theoretical diffliculties,

*hich have in the past done so iuch to retard the spread of edu-
cation among the poorer classes in the United Kingdom.-Mon-

l azette.

IMPROVEt SCHOOL-HOUSE ARCHITECTURE.

Ir this number of the Jornal we are enabled to present several
a&lh:able illustrations relating to plans of school out-houses. These
lans have been recently prescribed by the Provincial Board of

Ud1Iucation for New Brunswick, for use by the School Trustees in that
tovince. They have been kindly furnished to the Ontario Educa-

ot Department by Theodore H. Rand, Esq., Chief Superintendent
E education for New Brunswick.
As our regulations require that the School Trustees shall provide

9ut-houses somewhat of the description given in the illustrations,
't'a hopedthatthe Trustees willnot hesitate to avail themselvesof the
lans and illustrations now given. They are drawin on the scale of

8 eet to the inch and are accompanied with specifications, as follows :

THE OUT-HOUsES.

P4CAVATIONS.-The vault to be excavated 5 feet deep below the
faýce' of ground, and to be made 4 feet longer than the building ;

this projection of 4 feet to
le made at the gable end,
opposite to or at one side of
the door.

WALLS, &c.-Build rub-
ble atone walls under three
aides of the building one foot
above the surface of ground,

7_o receive the ailla ; the side
- iid end walls projecting be-

ond the building to be built
nly 3 feet high froin the
'ottom of vault, and the
pace to be covered with 3-

Section tmma vault inch plank laid sloping, and
secured at the foot to a plate

ltd on the low wall, and at the top to a 3-inch piece, supported
%t the ends on the side-walls ; these planks to bc so secured iii place
that they can be readily removed for the purpose of cleaning the
'aïlt, and to be covered over with earth, sloping from the build -

g to shed the rain.
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FRAMING, &c.-The frame to be boarded with sound boards, and
covered with rough siding or shingles ; the roof to be shingled ; the

ridge of roof to be left with an open
space of 6 inches for the escape of

~~ _ __ foul air, and this opening to be pro-
tected from the weather by a saddle

- with a flat soffit, and closed at the
ends and supported on board brack-
ets. The smaller clasa of houses both
for the boys and for the girls, and
the larger class for girls, to have a
clear space of 4 inches left at the
back of seats for ventilation ; this
space to have free connection with
the vault and with the opening in
ridge of roof ; the larger lass of
houses for boys to have this space
for ventilation in the centre of the
building.

The ailla to be set in the centre of
gl t tion the atone walls, and the water-table

(BO0 YsY to be sloped to cover the projecting
wall.

The floors to be laid double.

The smaller class of houses for boys to be divided by a partition,
made of 1¼-inch tongued-and-grooved plank, not planed ; one aide
of the houses for boys to be fitted up with seats with hinged flaps,
hung with butts, and a sloping plank to be fixed above the seats
to prevent the flaps from being opened beyoid an angle of sixty

Boys' Crli'
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degrees, the other side to be fitted up with a trough, set with a
sufficient incline to carry off the water, and to have a down pipe
leading into the vault. The seats and the trough to be divided
into stalls by tongued and grooved boards 6 feet high.

The houses for girls to be fitted up with seats with hinged flaps.
The doors to be panelled, hung with butts, and supplied with

mortice or rimu lock, with mineral knobs.
The windows to have 2-inch sills and 1¼-inch casings, and 1þinch

sashes, glazed with two panes 10-inch by 16-inch glass.
The interior walls and ceilings to have one thick coat of coarse

brown mortar.

Section
All the wood work usually painted to have threo coats of paint,

and to be sanded with coarse sand on the last coat, to prevent
scribbling.

V. gàpm oi eAr aci Vjut 0.
.----sss------ s----- -- ~ ~ - ~ - ~~~-

SOME POINTS FOR YouNo TEACHERS.-Sonewhat personal. 1st.
Do not wait for your pupils to be courteous to you. You are
teacher of this particular as mnuch as you are of arithmetic. Always set
the example of politeness by bowing and speaking first. 2nd. Come
into your school-house with nuddy feet-and your pupils will do
likewise. 3rd. Retain your hat upon your head while in your
school-room, also whistle or indulge in other thoughtless noises
-and your pupils will do likewise. 4th. Treat your female pupils
with brusqueness and uncourteous inattention-and your male
pupils will do more than likewise. 5th. Tilt back your chair and
place your feet upon the table-and your pupils will do likewise.
6th. Never clean your teeth ; also, use tobacco freely-and your
pupils will only too soon emulate you in dirtiness of mouth, filthi-
ness of habit, and foulness of breath. 7th. Do not hesitate to spit
upon the floor-then your pupils will not hesitate. Sth. Do not
clean or trini your finger nails-then your pupils may not think
there is anything slovenly in long and dirty nails. 9th. Continu-
ally "hem," and hawk, and expectorate-so that your pupils
mnay acquire the sanie pleasant habit. 10tl. Caro very little for
personal cleanliness-and your pupils will care less.-National
Normal.

A NEw THoUGHT FOR EDUCATORS.-In one of our large Western
cities, I came a few weeks ago upon a unique school, illustrative of
the desire to do something that is becoming so distinguishing a
characteristic of the woman of the period. Three wealthy and ac-
complished women, leaders in society, came to the conclusion that
they could give their children better instruction than they were re-
ceiving at the schools, and determined to try the experiment. Liv-
ing in the saine block, the matter was easily arranged. Reception-
room in house No. one became a school-room, and its mistress a
teacher from 9 till half-past 10, of number two from half-past 10 till
12 of number three from 2 till half-past 3 o'clock. Each taught
those branches in wliich she was a proficient; the interes tof the pu-
pila was unflagging, and their progress wonderful. The experi-
ment at the time of my visit was nearly six months old, and no
signs of waning enthusiasm had manifested themselves on the part
of teachers or pupils ; it was in every sense of the word a success.-
Anbonymons.

1. A MOTTO FOR BOYS.

A boy who does a stroke and stops,
Will ne'er a great man be ;

'Tis the aggregate of single drops
That makes the sea the sea.»

The mountain was not, at its birth,
A mountain, so to speak;

The little atoms of sant and earth
Have made its peak a peak.

Not all at once the morning streams,
The gold above the gray;

'Tis thousand little yellow gleams
That make the day the day.

Not fron the snowdrift May awakes,
In purples, reds, and greens ;

Spring's whole bright retinue it takes
To make her queen of queens.

Upon the orchard rain must fall,
And soak from branch to root,

And blossoms bloom and fade withal,
Before the fruit is fruit.

The farmer needs must sow and till,
And wait the wheaten bread,

Then cradle, thresh, and go to mill,
Before the bread is bread.

Swift heels may get the early shout,
But spite of all the din,

It is the patient holding out
That niakes the winner win.

Make this your inotto, then, at start,
'Twill help to smooth the way,

And steady up both hand and heart -
"Rome wasn't built in a day !"

2. OUTR BOYS.

Dio Lewis has written a work for " Our Girls," and numerous
others have criticized the " Girls of the Period ;" but no one, to my
knowledge, has yet told us what to do with our boys.

All the way from the cradle up to womanhood, a girl seens to
fall naturally into her place, or the place assigned her, and never
appears to feel awkward or in the way. But there is a period in
the life of a boy, when neither he, his guardian, or friends, know where
he belongs, nor how he should be treated. A girl glides naturally
along from childhood to womanhood, and sometimes in this fast age
so rapidly, that you alnost conclude that the period of girlhood is
left out entirely. With boys it is very different. There is a time
in a boy's life when he seems to feel that he is out of place every-
where. And at this very tine, when he needs synpathy the most,
as a rule he gets the least of it. He is too big to be petted like a
baby, and not large enough to be treated as a man. He is too bois-
terous to be in the parlour ; the cook sends him out of the kitchen,
because he asks too many questions ; the father is too much engrossed
in business to notice him or give enploynent or direction to his
active, inquiring mind ; the mother is too busy, preparimg dainties
for his stonach, or flounces for his sister's dress, to pay much at-
tention to her son's brain or heart, and, as a natural consequence,
he goes into the street. The education he receives there is soon
made manifest.

To me, there comes a question, deep and momentous: "What
shall I do to save my boy from the snares tlgt are laid for his feet V"

One thing I have determined on, and thaÎ'is, I will never know-
ingly, by word or deed, cause him to feel that he is in my way, in
the house he calls home. Not evei though my carpets be soiled by
muddy boots, and my best furniture marred by finger marks. lt
were botter that my carpets be soiled and worn, and my best furni-
turc be scratched or broken, than that the immortal soul which
God has entrusted to my keeping shoud become scarred and mired
by the vileness which is found in our streets and public places of
resort. Soiled and worn furniture may be repaired or replaced by
new ; but the soul once scarred and disligured by sin can never be
what it might have been, had it been shielded a little more care-
fully during these few years of youth when it was so pliable to every
touch.-Central Advocate.

3. AMBITIOUS BOYS.
There are thousands of boys born into the world possessing scarce-

ly a trace of ambition. Such do not care for distinction, or even for
wealth ; if they can procure the humblest fare, by constant toil, the
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aspirations of their boyhood, and subsequently of their manhood,
are fully met. They are negative characters, happy with nothing,
and suffer no elation or depression, whether in sunshine or under a
cloud. These boys, who often afford much mortification te ambi-
tious parents, fill a most important niche in the world ; in fact, the
world could net do without them. They constitute the great army
of men who build our railroads, tunnel our mountains, load and
Unload our ships, cut down our forests, and manipulate the red-hot
iron masses which come from our blast furnaces. Scold and fret as
Tre may, we cannot alter the temperament or proclivities in such
boys. Nature is stronger than we are, and well it is for us that
this is se. If our boys are born te live in subordinate or humble
Positions we can hardly help it ; we may hold them in a false posi-
tion by the power of wealth, or strong controlling influences ; but
when these fail, they fall at once in their place, in obedience te
a law as irresistible as that which Newton discovered in the fall of
the apple.

4. MANAGEMENT OF BAD BOYS.

To the Editor of the Journal of Education.

The goodness or badness of boys or men depends upon the stan-
dard of comparison. If this standard is low, we have few bad boys
and bad men; if it is lowered, se .as te license an extension of
indulgence, we should have less bad people ; and if we do away
with standards of morality, we should have no bad people at all.

Christianity is a high standard of morality; we know it is high,
because few, if any, can reach it. Experience proves that it im-
poses no restraint but what a well-regulated society needs, even if
Christianity had never been known.

Now, as Nature works on the free will principle, but brings on her
penalties afterwards, experience shows that, te avoid her penalties,
restraint must be used. As restraint is unpleasant, and since
order depends on it, then, order at first is unpleasant ; and no one

giloive up a present pleasure without prosetc etro
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In the majority of our large schools I find the hour of retiring te
be 10 o'clock, and of rising at 6 o'clock. This will do for some, but
the younger and more sensitive need from 9 to 7 in winter and from
9 te 6 in summer. I would give the man an hour longer during the
long nights, because at best students study more by artificial light
than their eyes can well endure. In cold weather they are more
inclined to keep close to books, less inclined to out-door exercise,
and hence are better off in bed cold mornings than anywhere else.
The indications of all nature are that at this season we should sleep
up, rest up, and be ready for summer gaieties. But in modern
days, between bright lights, gay colours, lectures, concerts, and
parties of varying brilliancy, the brain and optic nerve are over
stimulated, and summer finds too many of our young ladies, whe-
ther in school or in social life, in need of summer restoratives,
such as the sea-side, the mountains, and mineral springs afford.
Students do not get as much sleep as their hours in bed seem te in-
dicate. If they have studied closely and to advantage in the even-
ing, it takes some time te arrest the mental action, te cool off head-
wise, se te speak. Intellectual activity makes them dialike te re-
tire at night, and brain weariness makes them dread te rise in the
morning, and they get up feeling wretched, and as if they never did
and neyer could learn anything. Hence, while they might retire
before the required time, they do not want te, and would net get
any sleep if they did, while the school world in which they are se
much interested is all astir. When once asleep, they go on until a
late hour if net called by duty, as is shown by the many who sleep
over the breakfast hour, and go without that meal if net obliged te
rise at an early hour for morning prayers. Instead of giving a gen-
eral permission to retire early, and requiring all te rise early, we
would reverse the order, and require ail te retire early, and lot
them rise when they had slept all they wanted te.

6. CARE OF THE PUPILS' EYES.
forl gjve un a prest pa te itor erdsect f mn b t, Tiprospect of pain for refusal to desist. For order, many expedients Trouble with eyes is becoming very common among Our pupils in

are employed : among thesé love, moral suasion, bribe, and last of advanced classes. The normal eye is capable of an almost infinite
all, fear are used. Which one of these is employed, depends some- variety of uses. It can see near and far with equal facility, but
what on the temper of the teacher himself, and a little on that of like any other organ, if used almost exclusively in one direction, it
the neighbourhood. Loving teachers can think of nothing but love loses its range of ability. Hence if kept too constantly on the
te govern bad boys with. I shall therefore examine this agent. • printed page, the range of vision is impaired, and it may become

Suppose that, on entering a new school I choose love as my near-sighted by much reading of fine print.
means of order. Is this emotion latent within me, so that I can We have long known that the eye is often injured by looking at
apply it as soon as I see a necessity for it ? or, must I wait on the the sun, in case of an eclipse, without the aid of smoked glass, the
good actions of others te stir it up in me ? I am now looking up an perceptive power being impaired by excess of light and heat. It is
illustration. also often injured by looking at small objects with too littie light,

The man whom I met daily and for many months, on a street in as for instance, reading fine print by moonlight. But we are yet te
Toronto, i neither loved nor hated. But one day, I went te have fully realize how often the eyes are injured by strong gas-light. It
a sail on the bay ; after a little a storm arose, and I was in jeopardy; is.often too intense, and has a flicker which is particularly trying
mneanwhile a crowd gathered on shore to watch my distress ; finally, without a shade. Those accustomed te gas or kerosene, find it
the boat upset, and i was on the point of drowning. One, only, of difficult to see by candles or any light less brilliant. But those who
the crowd would risk his life to save mine ; when he had brought have habitually used candles, can net only see well with les. light,
me te shore, and I had regained sensibility, I asked who saved me ; but their eyes last longer without the aid of glasses than those who
when he was pointed out te me, I remembered I had met him so have rejoiced in the flood of light which the gas-burner emits.
Often ; need anyone advise me te love this man ? When the optic nerve has become supersensitive te light, a good

Suppose that, instead of the wind, some one had pushed me over- candle is a great relief. Of course, it will net make the room
board; need anyone tell me te hate that man ? What made the bright as gas or kerosene, but will furnish light enough for reading,
nan save me ? Was it love or duty î It was duty ; for, even if he and the soft light will be much less trying to the eye.
had known me te be the one he had met se often, he was just like Twilight is very grateful to the eye, if we rest in it, but very
MRyself, he neither loved nor hated me ; duty, then, in another may trying if we read or sew in the transition stage from day te night,
stir my love for him, but my own duty can never stir my own love. or night te day. The use of artificial light at early morning is very
If families and societies, 'at the point of separation, for want of love bad for the eyes, much more so than at evening. To go from sound
te bind them together, could create it by a piece of advice, thèy sleep and deep darkness into the light of gas, especially for atudy
Would never separate ; for there is nothing of which men (lawyers or piano practice, is very injurious.
excepted) are more liberal than of their advice. If then, in order Within a few weeks several young ladies have consulted me in
te rule my bad boys by love, I must wait till they do something to regard te their eyes, where they have been seriously and perman-
make me love them, does not the whole affair depend on the action ently injured by piano practice at early morning in the gas-light.
of bad boys ? If they can stir my love by good deeds, they can As the music cannot be changed te suit the exact focus of the eye,
govern themselves ; viz., bad boys are good boys. Love, on' ac- it is the more likely te become injured in this way, than in most
cOunt of its reciprocal action, would rule any creature sweetly, other ways.
provided we had it te work with ; but, the stirring up of a person's The study of any foreign language is much more trying te the eye
love is net his own act, but the act of another ; and no man can than the reading of one's own. The words lack the familiar look,
tell to-day whom he shall love or hate to-morrow. and hence they are not so easily recognized. The searching for

JOHN IRELAND, Teacher, words in the dictionary is particularly hard for the eye, and if the
No. 6, Pilkingten. alphabet be dissimilar te ours it is still more trying. Hence those

o6, ingon who have weak eyes, and those who don't want te have them, should
' avoid piano practice and lexicons by artificial light, especially at

r SLEEP FOR GIRL PUPILS. early morning. Those whose eyes are in any degree sensitive will
accomplish more in the week or month te study only by daylight,Good scholars need more sleep than they are inclined te take. and during the evening avoid gas and give themselves up te plain

The interest in lessons, the increased activity of the brain, makes knitting and cheerful conversation; for deep study, close thought
tIhem wakeful, and often the more they need sleep, the less able even. if the eye is net used, tends te determine the blood te theare they te find " the dominions of the drowsy god." head, and makes the eye worse if it be inflamed or painful. Em-
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broidery, or even any kind of worsted work, is bad, as bright colours
tax sensitive eyes very seriously:

Reading from a moving page is also trying to the eyes. Many
persons who have travelled much, tell me they have permanently
impaired their sight by reading on the cars. Young ladies who go
out to walk with a book cheat themselves in two ways. The exercise
they get is not good for anything, and the mnoving page and the
brighter light than within doors, injures the eye. To make bodily
exercise profitable, the brain must rest from books, and send its
nervous and circulatory force into the muscular system-Mrs.
Gleason.

7. CHILDREN'S RIGHTS.

"According to the last census there are in the United States five
millions of children, of school age, who never attend school."

Children corne into the world with certain rights which society is
bound to respect. Besides the traditional claim to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness, there is a recognition now of the right to
the best means of perpetuating or attaining these, in the best know-
ledge, the most useful instruction which can be given to the child.

This is a matter of self-preservation for a country, for it is on the
intelligence of the many, rather than the wisdom of the few, that it
must place its dependence. Ignorance can support no form of
government higher than the patriarchal, of which the tribe with its
chieftain is the simplest type, and the empire with its arbitrary
ruler the most magnificent.

But we have passed the patriarchal rie; ever the father has no
longer, as in the old Roman days, absolute control over the life of
his child. The State steps in and protects the future citizen.

Just as much right has she to protect his moral and intellectual
life. It is of f ar greater value to her than his mere physical exist-
tence, or power to wield a weapon in her behalf. The day has
paased when it was necessary for the State to bring up every male
child to the profession of arms ; the day has come when she needs
to arm every child with the best culture and the best morals that
the most intelligent thought of the age can give.

No more than Sparta could afford to have a weak or diseased
cbild grow to manhood or womanhood, can our country afford to
have diseased or weakened minds among those that shall control her
future destinies.

It would be idle to argue that culture in pure knowledge and the
useful arts improves- the mind and disposes it to morality and good
citizenship. Even the habit of learning the self-control and steady
attention, are in themselves a benefit.

We may admit all that can be said of scoundrels generally-
forgera, for example, as a represéntative class, using the knowledge
they have gained to the detriment of society. Yet we know that it
was not knowledge that injured them. The evil would have shown
itself iii other directions had they not known how to write, and
though knowledge mayincrease power for evil ten-fold, itstrengthens
the power for good a hundred-fold. It is a blunder, which is worse
than a crime, for any town to be without ample school accommoda-
tion for all her children, and not less for her to take no charge of
the young Arabs who infest ber streets and alleys ; those who are
the idlers and vagabonds of the present, and the worst criminals of
the future ; those who have no home influence to help to keep
them in the publie schools, who are the truants, and finally the ex-
pelled ones, or those who nevér enter the schools. For them, at
least, education should be made compulsory

A truant or an industrial school should receive these young vaga-
bonds, and develop a majority of them into useful citizens, instead
of allowing the streets to train them for outlaws and criminals.

No duty could be more apparent and undeniable. If the State
gives the ballot, she is bound to confer also the knowledge and good
training which will make it beneficial, otherwise she is only arming
lier citizens against herself-providing lier Saxon Modocs with fire-
arms of the most approved patterm.

1. NATURALISTS' CLUB, BELLEVILLE.

A meeting of gentlemen interested in the scientific pursuits was
held in the Shire Hall last evening, T. C. Wallbridge, Esq., in the
chair. It was resolved that the gentlemen present form them-
selves imto a Naturalists' Club for the purpose of investigating the
natural capability of the district ; and the following gentlemen were
appointed heads of the several departnents comprehended in the
scheme :-Geology and Mimeralogy, Prof. «J. T. Bell ; Botany and
Entomology, Prof. J. Macoun ; Zoology-Mammalia, A. Dubmage,

Esq. ; Ornithology, R. P. Jellett ; Erpetology, Dr. Clapham; Ich-
thyology, Prof. Bell ; Conchology, C. G. Hurst, Esq. ; Meterology,
A. Burdon, Esq. ; Topography, G. A. Simpson, Esq., C. E. ; Hy-
drography, J. D. Evans, Esq., C. E. ; Antiquities and Traditions,
T. C. Wallbridge, Esq. The above, together with the President,
Vice-President, Treasurer and Secretaries compose the Council of
the Club. Authentic information communicated by members or
others will be recorded by the head of the department to which it
properly belongs, and at the end of each year the records will be
read by the Council, and such parts as they deem worthy of pub-
lication will be printed in the "Transactions," for distribution
among the members, and will be forwarded to the Governimental
Department and to the scientific societies of the Dominion and
other countries. The members, including ladies, will make an an-
nual excursion to some locality of interest, when addresses and
explanations will be given by members. The following gentlemen
were appointed officers for the present year : President, Prof. .J.
T. Bell ; Vice-President, T. C. Wallbridge, Esq.; Treasurer, Thos.
Wills, Esq. ; Corresponding Secretary, W. J. Diamond, Esq. ;
Recording Secretary, W. McKeown, Esq. The subscription is
one dollar per annum. The club numbers fifty members, and
we hope it will establish a permanent record, and that its labours
may redound to the advancement of science, the credit of the
country and the advantage of this district, and on this ground
we recommend it to the favourable regard of our readers and the
community at large. -Intelligencer.

2. FOOD OF CANADIAN BIRDS.

There exists a general and unfounded prejudice in agricultural
communities against niany of our most beautiful and useful birds,
which we should like to remove if possible.

Nearly all the birds that frequent our orchards and nurseries
are insectivorous, and well deserve the kind protection of the far-
mer and gardener. The services of our pretty and familiar friend
the Robin are invaluable, and the ill feeling manifested towards this
bird is quite unaccountable. The food of the Robin consista almost
exclusively of grubs, earthworms and those subterraneous caterpil-
lars or cut-worns that corne out of the earth to take their food ;
all these and many others are devoured by the Robin, and if he
should occasionally taste a cherry or a plum, surely the general in-
terests of agriculture are of more importance than a few cherries.
During the breeding season a pair of Robins will destroy myriads
of noxious insects ; and as the Robin raises two and sometimes
three broods in a season, the service he renders the agriculturist in
ridding the soil of grubs and worms that would destroy his crops,
certainly entitles this bird to more merciful treatment than it usu-
ally receives.

The elegant Cedar-bird is also another innocent victim of un-
founded prejudice. This bird rarely touches fruit of any kind, un-
less it contains a worm or the larvoe of some noxious insect. Its
food consista principally of caterpillars, beetles, and the canker
worms that infest the fruit trees.

The brilliant Oriole or Golden Robin, the gaudy Scarlet Tanagee
or Redbird, love to build their nests and raise their young in the
trees of the orchard, because there they find their food, which consista
almost exclusively of caterpillars and the larvie of insects. Our
beautiful singera, the Thrushes, destroy nearly all kinds of grubs,
caterpillars, and worms that live upon the greensward or cultivat-
ed soil. The Catbird, that charms the ear with its rich and varied
notes, seldom ever tastes fruit, but feeds upon insects of various
kinds. The beautiful warblers pursue their insect-destroying la-
bours from early morn till night ; the active Flycatchers capture the
winged insects ; the Bluebird, that loves to dwell near the haunts of
mari, feeds upon spiders and caterpillars ; the Woodpeckers, Nut-
hatches, Titmice, Wrens and Creepers, feed upon the larvæ of in-
sects deposited in the bark of trees; the Swallows and Martins
feedentirely upon winged insects; the Yellow-bird and the Sparrows
feed upon small insects and the seeds of grass and various weeds ;
the food of the Meadow Lark and the cheerful Bobolink consista
of the larvæ of varions insects, as well as beetles, grasshoppers,
cutworms, and crickets, of which they destroy immense numbers.-
Canadian Orwithologist.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF CANADIAN BIRDS.

Ornithologists have already classified seven hundred and eight
different species of birds as belonging to North America, of which
over three hundred are regular Canadian summer visitors, a few
species only remaining with us during the winter.

Our birds may properly be divided into six Orders, as follows:
Order I.-The Birds of Prey, includes the Eagles, Falcons, Hawks,
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Buzzards and Owls. Order 11.-The Climbing Birds, includes the
Cuckoos, Woodpeckers, Nuthatches, and Creepers. Order III.-
Perching Birds. This Order embraces the greatest number of
species, and includes the Robins, Sparrows, Thrushes, Orioles, Fly-
catchers, Warblers, Swallows, Wrens, Crows, Jays, etc., etc. Or-
der IV.-Scratchers, includes the Doves, Partridges, Grouse, and
Turkeys. Order V.-Wadors, embraces the Snipe, Sandpipers,
Plovers, Cranes, Herons, Bitterns, and Coots. Order VI.-Swim-
mers, includes the Geese, Ducks, Swans, Mergansers, and all
swimmers or web-footed birds.-Canadian Ornithologist.

VmI. ElpaQrph!ra1 *kttee.

1. MR. WILLIAM NILES.

The subject of this brief sketch was born in the year 1799 in Al-
bany County, N. Y. He came to Canada in 1820, and settled in
the Township of Dorchester, in the present Village of Putniamville,
and afterwards in the neighbourhood of the present Nilestown,
which was named after him, and entered into the farming and
lumbering business, which le conducted successfully. He took an
active part in political and municipal life, and was the first warden
of Middlesex, which thon included Elgin, elected by the people.
Prior to his election, the wardens were appointed by the Governor-
General, and with such fidelity and ability did he f ulfil the trust
reposed in him, that he was re-elected to the position for eight
consecutive years. In 1851 he was elected to represent East Mid-
diesex in Parliament in the Liberal interest, and at the expiration
of his term, did not offer for re-election. He also held the oom-
mission of a lieutenant-colonel in the militia, was elected to the
position of Vice-President of the Provincial Agricultural Associa-
tion for one year, but did not aspire to the presidency. During
hie term of office as warden, Mr. Niles held the office of Great
Western Railway Director, and took great interest in pushing for-
ward the enterprise. Gifted with a strong.physical constitution,
and of much natural ability, the deceased was just the man to suc-
ceed in a new country. Hie every energy was directed to accomplish
'the thing ho willed and bear it through." He was one of the
most active promoters of the Agricultural Mutual A ssurance Asso-
ciation of Canada, and at his death held the position of inspector
of agencies of this successful enterprise. -London Hera Id.

2. WM. MANN, ESQ.

Mr. Mann was a native of the County of Devon, in England, and
came to Canada in May, 1832. Settling himself in this nortiern coun-
try, he made Kempenfeldt hie home, in which place lie prospered
very well, and was the original founder of the Kempenfeldt road,
which now connecte with the, at that time, great Government road
running directly north froin Toronto to Penetanguishene. Mr.
Mann subsequently built a brewery at Nowmarket, we believe,
which was rented by the present Mayor of Barrie, and was, during
his occupancy, burned down. He afterwards built what was
known as the East India Bouse, where he carried on a general sta-
tionery business. These premises were 'also, years after, doomed
to the flames, and Mr. Mann removed to the front street, where he
carrîed on a business which has desceuded to his family. He died
at the ripe age of 77 years-overstepping by a few years the Psalm-
ist's maximum of life, " three score years and ten," and after that
period in the case of our departed townsman, it may be said the bal-
ance of hie life was labour and sorrow.-Northern Advance.

3. MR. RICHARD HOUSTON.

Mr. Houston was born in the County of Down, near Belfast,
North of Ireland, on the 24th day of June, 1817. When quite a
Young man, he emigrated to the United States in the year 1831,
settling at Rochester in the capacity of school teacher. In the
following year, however, he moved to Canada, taking up his resi-
dence in the County of Halton, near Hamilton, where le remained
Until 1837, or just before the outbreak of the rebellion of that year,
When he removed to the Township of Chatham, in the Counity of

ent, soon after which he joined the 5th Kent Militia, holding the
rank of sergeant, from which he was promoted to be ot lieutenant.
Re was at the capture of the schooner Ann, at Windsor, having
bon the third person to board that vessel. At the time of the
Trent affair ho received his commission as captain, which rank he
held til the time of his death. In the first year of the pase-
Ing of the Municipal Act he was elected Clerk of the Township
Of Chatham, the duties of which office he efficiently and satisfac-
tOrily performed, as well as those of the responsible office of
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Treasurer for a period of twenty years, and resigned both offices
only on the occasion of his leaving Ontario for the new Province of
Manitoba, in the spring of 1872. The appearance of things in the
Far West not coming up to his expectations, he returned from
Manitoba in the fall*of the same year, and bought the Currie Farm,
near Dresden, one of the finest in the county, where he wished to
pass the remainder of his days, but it was ordered otherwise.-
Ch«tham Planet.

4. LIEUT.-COLONEL LEMOINE.

Colonel W. H. Lemuoine, who has just died at Sillery, at the age
of eighty-seven, was one of the veterans of 1812 ; and waa the
youngest of three brothers, who, in 1787, along with their parents,
left this city to reside in Quebec. The eldest, Louis, died in 1851;
Benjamin, his other brother, was the father of Mr. B. H. Lemoine,
of the Banque du Peuple ; of Mr. J. M. Lemoine, well known in
Canadian literature; and of the Rev. Geo. Lemoine, Almoner of
the Ursuline Nuns of Quebec. The deceased served during the
war of 1812, and afterwards established himself at Chateau Richer.
Jean Lemoine, the ancestor of these gentlemen, belonged to the
establishment of the Archbishop of Rouen, and came to Canada in
1660. One of his descendants, J. B. Lemoine, the father of W. H.
Lemoine, established himself in Montreal on the site now occupied
by the Normal School, in Notre Dame Street. lie was one of the
principal contractors of the English àrmy in the American Revolu-
tionary war, and is favourably mentioned by several memoir
writers of that period. During an expedition he was taken a pri-
soner by the Americans, and in a long march to New York con-
tracted a malady which made him ever afterwards an invalid. Hia
affairs suffered too, and he eventually retired to hie lands at Lake
St. Francis, and at length established himself at Quebec. It ip
somewhat remarkable that Mr. W. H. Lemoine. had, during his
last years, come to reside at Sillery, the spot where hie ancestors
had dwelt two hundred years ago.

IX. Xaytrs oit 99gg ita c t .

1. THE PAST AND FUTURE OF NIAGARA.

Niagara Falls furnishes one of the most interesting of geological
problems. The last number of the Popular Science Monthly pre-
sets the question in a form which is readily understood. There je
no doubt that the falls are slowly receding, and men of science tell
us that within about 74,000 years they have gone from Lewiston to
their present position. They recede about six inches each year,
although old citizens think it is as much as a yard annually. The
rate has undoubtedly varied with the hardness of the rock. The
great lakes which have their outlet by Niagara River contain 9,800
cubic miles of water, or about half the fresh water on the globe.
Eighteen million cubic feet of water go over the falls every minute
of time, so that it is estimated that all the water of the lakes makes
a circuit of Niagara, St. Lawrence, and the ocean, once in 152 years.
Man has robbed Niagara of 52,000 cubic feet of water per minute,
belonging to it of old, by means of the Erie, Welland, and Illinois
river canals. By means of terraces, denudation of rock, traces of
glaciers, etc., the age of the river is traced, and thought to be
175,000 years, a period in the calculations of geologists but short.
They were puzzled to account for the fact that through this compa-
ratively new geological area the outlet for one of the oldest areas
should be found. But this problem is rapidly being solved by fresh
discoveries of the ancient life of the seas in the limestones through
which Niagara is now wearing its way. The conclusion to which
scientific men are led in reference to the future is, that Niagara will
eventually dwindle away into a succession of rapids and cascades.
But for the sake of those unfortunates who have not visited Niagara,
the geologists are pleased to say that many thousands of years must
elapse before the end is reached.-Connecticut &hool Journal.

2. A LAND OF STORMS.

The States of Minnesota and Iowa are rapidly becoming famous
the world over for the violence of their storms. The snow storms
that prevailed in the former State last winter were almost unparal-
leled in severity, and attracted much attention in England, where
emigration parties were in process of organization for that State.
Iowa, the neigbouring State, lias within the past few days been
visited by a tornado which destroyed both life and property. A
full page of the Chicago Tribune is devoted to an account of the dis.
aster. Fifteen persons were killed and thirty-three seriously in-
jured, and the loss of property is placed at one hundred thousand
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dollars. It was a desperately savage storm. The storm cloud,
which seems to have resembled a waterspout, 'passed through
Washington County at a speed of twenty miles an hour, levelling
for many miles all barns and houses withixi a quarter of a mile of
its centre. It sawed great trees in two, or twisted them smoothly
apart as if they had been sawn. A reporter says it tore, a wonan
asunder. Her head and neck were wrenched off ; her body found
in one place, her arms in others ; one leg was found sticking in the
sand. The top of lier child's head was blown off. Chickens were
found dead literally stripped of their feathers. Houses were lifted
from their foundations, sometimes dropping the people through
into the cellar, generally carrying them off and killing or wounding
them in the crash. Those who saw the whirlwind coming and be-
took themselves to their cellars were saved. Those who were
caught up and whirled about have no conception of the manner in
which it was done. They were suddenly borne away and set down
again, sometimes with and sometimes without injury; but so sud-
denly that they had no opportunity to exercise their consciousness.
In some cases the clothing was stripped from them. A flock of fif-
teen hundred sheep, a reporter tells us, were carried up into the
vortex and only forty remained alive. The hailstones were in reality
blocks of ice. The incidents of the storm are of the most extraor-
dinary kind. Now, during the present immigration season thou-
sands of persons from England and European countries will land on
our shores with the intention of proceeding to Iowa and Minnesota
to become settlers on the wild lands of the West. To such it may
be worth while to point out that the climate of the North-Western
States of the Union is of terrible severity; that Minnesota and
Iowa are swept by storms which carry destruction and death into
the new settlements and lead the immigrant to despair of building
for himself a comfortable home; and that Manitoba, the prairie
Province of the Dominion, is not only exempt from such disastrous
storms, but equally eligible as a field for a large European immi-
gration. The climate of Canada, moreover, according to the best
authorities, is generally less severe than that of the North West
States of the adjacent Republic -a fact which only requires to be
more widely known to lead immigrants to try their fortune in this
New Dominion, before leaving British soil to settle in Minnesota
or its neighbouring States in the Ameriean Republic. Let the im-
migrants who land on our shores give Canada a fair trial, and they
will not easily be induced to leave lier borders.-Montreal Gazette.

XI. %tUtg

1. CANADA TO THE LAUREATE.
(From Good Words.)

"And that true north, whereof we lately heard
A strain to shame us, ' Keep you to yourselves
So loyal is too costly ! friends, your love
Is but a burden ; loose the bond and go.'
Is this the tone of Empire ?"

TENNYSoN's last Ode to the Queen.

We thank thee, Laureate, for thy kindly words,
Spoken for us to her to whom we look
With loyal love across the misty sea ;
Thy noble words, whose generous tone may shame
The cold and heartless strain that said " Begone,
We want your love no longer ; all our aim
Is riches-that your love can not increase 1"
Fain would we tell them that we do not seek
To hang dependant like a helpless brood
That, selfish, drag a weary mother down;
For we have British hearts and British blood,
That leaps up, eager, when the danger calls !

Once and again our sons have sprung to arms,
To fight in Britain's quarrel, not our own,
And drive the covetous invader back,
Who w ould not let us, peaceful, kbep our own;
So we had cast the British name away.
Canadian blood has dyed Canadian soil,
For Britain's honour that we deemed our own;
Nor do we ask but for the right to keep
Unbroken, still, the cherished filial tie
That binds us to the distant sea-girt isle
Our fathers loved and taught their sons to love
As the dear home of freemen, brave and true.
And loving honour more than ease or gold

Wel do we love our own Canadian land,
Its breezy lakes, its rivers sweeping wide,
Past stately towns and peaceful villages,
'Mid banks begirt with forests to the sea
Its tranquil homesteads and its lonely woods,

Where sighs the summer breeze through pine and fern.
But well we love, too, Britain's daisied meads,
Her primrose -bordered lanes, her hedgerows sweet,
Her winding streams and foaming mountain becks,
Her purple mountains and her heathery braes,
And towers ,nd ruins, ivy-crowned and grey,
Glistening with song and story as with dew ;
Dear to our childhood's dreaming fancy, since
We heard of them from those whose hearts were sore
For home and country left, and left for aye,
That they might mould, in these our western wilds,
New Britains not unworthy of the old.

We hope to live a history of our own-
One worthy of the lineage that we claim;
Yet, as our past is but of yesterday,
We claim as ours, too, that long blazoned roll
Of noble deeds, that blind with golden links
The long dim centuries since King Arthur " passed ;"
And we would thenee an inspiration draw,
To make our unlived future still uphold
The high traditions of imperial power
That crowned our Britain queen on her white cliffs,
Stretching lier sceptre o'er the gleaming waves,
Even beyond the sunset ! There were some
Who helped to found our fair Canadian realm,
Who lft their cherished homes, their earthly all,
In the fair borders that disowned her sway,
Rather than sever the dear filial tie
That stretched so strong through all the tossing waves,
And came to hew out, in the trackless wild,
New homes where still the British flag should wave.
We would be worthy them and worthy thee,
Our old ideal Britain, generous, true-
The helper of the helpless. And, perchance,
Seeing thyself in our revering eyes
May keep thee worthier of thine ancient name
An power among the nations. Still we would
Believe in thee, and strive to make our land
A brightel gem to light the royal crown
Whose lustre is thy children's-is our own.

CANA.&DENsîs.

2. REASONABLENESS OF PRA YER.

During the deliberations of the American Convention relative to
the constitution of the United States, Dr. Franklin introduced a
motion for prayers, with the following important observation:-
" The small progress we have made after four or five weeks' close at-
tendance, and our different sentiments on ahnost every question,
is, methinks, a melancholy proof of the imperfection of the human
understanding. We indeed seem to feel our own want of political
wisdom, since we have been running all about in search of it. We
have gone back to ancient history for models of government, and
examined the differqnt forme of those republics which, having been
originally formed with the seeds of their own dissolution, now no
longer exist ; and we have viewed modern states all round Europe,
but find none of their constitutions suitable to our circumstances.
In this situation, groping as it were in the dark, to find political
truth, and scarce able to distinguish it when presented to us, how
has it happened that we have not hitherto once thought of humbly
applying to the Father of Lights to illuminate our understandings Î
In the beginning of the contest with Britain, when we were sensible
of danger, we had daily prayers in this room for the Divine protec-
tion ; our prayers were heard, and they were graciously answered.
All of us who were engaged in the struggle must have observed
frequent instances of a superintending Providence in our favonr.
To that kind Providence we owe this happy opportunity of consult-
ing in peace on the means of establishing our future national felicity.
And have we now forgotten that powerful Friend ? or do we imag-
ine we need no longer His assistance I I have lived a long time,
and the longer I live, the more convincing are the proofs of this
truth, that " God governa in the affaire of men.' And if a sparrow
cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is it probable that an
empire can rise without his aid 1 We have been assured in the
sacred writings, that ' Except the Lord build the house, they la-
bour in vain that build.' I firmly believe this ; and I also believe,
that without this concurring aid, we shall succeed in this political
building no better than the builders of Babel ; we shall be divided
by our little partial local interests, our projects will be confounded
and we ourselves shall become a reproaci and a by-word down to
future ages. I therefore beg leave to move-' That henceforth praY-
ers, imploring the assistance of Heaven and its blessings upon our
deliberations, be held in this assembly every morning before We
proceed to business ; and that one or more of the clergy of this citY
be requested to officate in that service.'"
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18th, 19th, 26th, 31st. Excess of mean temperature from average for July
for twelve years + 0°51.

HAMILTON.---Lightning, 4th, 18th, 28th, 31st. Thunder, 29th. Lightning,
with thunder, 2nd, 17th, 18th, 25th. Lightning, with rain, 4th, 18th, 28th,
30th. Thunder, with rain, 29th. Lightning and thunder, with rain, 2nd,
17th, 25th. Rain, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 10th, 17th, 26th, 31st.

SIMCoE.-Lightiing, 13th. Lightning and thunder, with rain, 14th, 17th.
Wind storms, 5th, 25th. Rain, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th, 14th, 16th, 17th,
18th, 25th, 26th.

WINDSOR.-Lightning, 1st, 15th 24th Lightning and thunder, with
rain, 3rd, 14th, 16th, 25th. Lunar halo, 4. Meteors as follows :-11th, one
in S. towards S.W.; 21st, one through Cassiopea towards H.; 22nd, two in
W. towards H.; 23rd, one in S W. towards S.; 24th, one in S.E. towards S.;
26th, three seen ; 29th, one through Sq. of Pegasus towards Z.; one through
Ursa Major towards S. Wind storms, 3rd, 14th, 17th, 18th, 25th. Rain,

3rd, 9th, 14th, 16th, 17th, 25th, 28th, 31st. On 24th, about sunset, an aerolite
passed over Windsor and the Detroit River from E. to W. It presented a
luminous appearance, and was just above the lower strata of clouds.

XII. P¢puttl¢atal 1ottre.

THE PUBLJC SCHOOL GENERAL REGISTER.

The General Register for use in the Public Schools of
Ontario, as required by the Official Regulations, is now ready
and can be supplied to schools on the following terms, viz :
No. 1. Copy of 20 pages, paper covers, free by post 35 ets.

2. do 40 do stiff cover, cloth backs.... 45
3. do 60 do do do ... 65

NOTE.-As Number 2 and 3 above, 40 and 60 pages each,
have a stiff cover, they cannot be sent by post, but may be
ordered by Express from the Department or through any book-
seller, from Messrs. Copp, Clark & Co., Wholesale Booksellers,
Toronto.

PUPILS DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY REPORTS.

In preparation a series of daily, weekly and monthly reports
for pupils of the Public Schools. Particulars shortly.

SUGGESTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS OF THE
DEPARTMENT.

1. Letters should be addressed to the " Education Office,"
or " Education Department," and not to the " Normal School,"
which is a Branch of the Department, having its own letter-box
at the Post Office.

2. Application for Maps, Apparatus, Prize or Library Books
should (as stated on the face of them) be accompanied with
the remittance named in the application. It should not be en-
closed in a separate envelope, unless the fact is specially noted
on the application. Very often the application (stating that a
certain sum is enclosed) comes in one envelope and the money
in another. This discrepancy should not occur without an ex-
planation being given in the letter. The Post Office authorities
do not now allow the form of application filled up to pass
through the post as printed matter.

3. The name of the Post Office of the writer, or School Sec-
tion, should invariably be mentioned in the letter. Frequently
letters are received without either the date or post office being
given in them.

4. Letters are often posted and registered at one office, while
another one is mentioned in the letters themselves. This faèt
should be noted in the letter by the writer, otherwise the dis-
crepancy causes confusion and inconvenience in the letter
registry of money receipts.

TABLET READING SHEET LESSONS.
Being the First Book of Lessons in Tablet form, in

thirty-three sheets, 75 cents (By post, postage
paid) ................... ........... Price $1 00

Mounted on 17 sheets of thin cardboard ............ " 2 00
Mounted on 17 sheets of stiff cardboard, varnished. " 4 00-
Mounted on 33 sheets of stiff cardboard, varnished. " 6 00

The hundred per cent. is allowed on those and the Geography
sheets.
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SCHOOL REQUISITE SPECIALTIES.
Myers' Zones of the Earth. A set of 10 Coloured Tablets, shew-

ing the productions of the Zones. In Portfolio, with De-
scriptive Handbooks, price ........ ......... :....... ..... ......... $5 00

Pictures for Elementary Instruction ---Useful Plants-in
two parts. Book form, with Handbooks ....... ...... ..... 4 00

Balfour's Botany. Set of 4 Charts ........................ .............. 10 00

Prang's Natural History Series for Schools. A set of 206 Pic-
tures of Animals and Plants, represented in their Natural
Colours, and arranged for instruction with Object Lessons. 10 50

Oliver & Boyd's Object Lesson Cards on the Vegetable King-
dom. A set of 20 cards, with Mounted Natural Specimens.
P rice in bo x ........................ .. ........ .......................... 5 50

Hawkins' Comparative View of the 'Animal and Human Frame.
In book form. Price ....... ........................ 1 95.

Cutler's Anatomical Plates. Set of 8 Coloured Charts....... ... 10 00

Do. Do. Do 10 Do. Do. ........... 12 50

Human and Comparative Anatomy. A set of 9 Charts.
P rice ....................... .............................................. 14 00

Johnson's Indestructible Charts.
Set of 10 Philosophical Charts, with Illustrated Key......... 20 00
Chart of the Solar System................ .:............. .... ...... 3 50

Norrison's Skeleton Chart of Ancient History........... ........... 2 00

Taylor's Sovereigns of England.......................................... 1 50

Malcolm's Royal Family of Great Britain .............................. 1 50

Mechanical Powers. Hardwood frame, having 3 sets of Pulleys,
2 sets Brass Weights, Levers, Capstan, Screw, Inclined
Plane, Wedge in Sections, &c. Price, with Descriptive
Card and Box ............................ ......................... . 17 50

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL LAW FULLY EXPLAINED.

The Publishers (Copp, Clark & Co., King St., Toronto) beg
to announce that they have just published a full Exposition Of
the School Law of this Province, the Official Regulations anld
Decisions of the Superior Courts, by Dr. Hodgins, Deputy S'
perintendent of Education, in a three-fold form as follows;

PART I.-RURAL SCHIOOLs.

Lectures on the School Law of Ontario, and regulations relating to
1. Rural School Trustees.
2. School Collectors and Auditors.
3. Public School Meetings-School Sites and Arbitrations.
4. Public School Teachers and Pupils.

Being the subjects of examination prescribed for Teachers' Second and
Third Class Certificates of Qualification.

PART Il.-MUNCIPAL CoUNCILs, SCHOOL BOARDS, INSPECTORS, ETC
Lectures on the School Law of Ontario and Regulations relating to

1. Municipal Councils of Townships, Counties, Cities, To0
and Villages.

2. Cit v, Town and Village School Trustees.
3. Arbitrations and Awards.
4. Public School Inspectors and Examiners.
5. Chief Superintendent and Council of Public Instruction.i
6. Acts relating to Roman Catholic, Protestant and ColoUI4

Sepamate Schools.
7. Copious Analytical Index to Part I and II.

Being, with the exception of Numbers 5-7, the subjects for Teacher0'
First Class Certificates of Qualification ; and for Public School InoPo
tors and Examiners.

Part I and II contains the substance of Lectures on the School IA
etc., to Normal School Students.

These Lectures can be obtained from the publishers or through auf
bookseller at the following rates :

Part i, 55 cents, free of of postage.
Part II, with index, 85 cents, free of postage.
Parts I and II together $1 35, free of postage.

COPP, CLARK & CO.,
Publishers, 17 & 19 King Street East, Toronto

Toronto.fan., 1873.
EDUCATiON OFFICE,
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